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West Kentuckians get a respite today''
from near-record snowfalls this week.
Weather forecasters say no snow is in
sight-at least until Saturday.
Numbers of city and county
organizations are making an all-out
The Murray High-Calloway
_effort to assist city residents and.
County basketball doubleheader has
countians who feel they are in
been postponed tonight and instead,
emergency situationidue to the swat.
will be played Saturday night at the
Calloway, County Judge Robert-0.Murray State Sports Arena.
Miller's office is coordinating the ef-_ Officials of the schools said, the
fort, along with Calloway County Fireroads would have more time to
Rescue Squad, Calloway County Senior
improve and thus more people might
Citizens, Murray Police, Project
be able to see „the annual battle
Independence. Bluegrass CB Club and
between the Tigers and L.akers.
local 4-wheelers clubs. '
The Murray And Calloway County
Telephane numbers that can be
-girls' teams will play at 6:30 p.m. in
called for assistance.include:
the opener then iu the nightcap, he
County Judges-Office
75
53.0n9
3-2.920
two boys'teams will meet.
.
Wier Citizens ......
fiseakid Reacisw-Squad_Membecihave CaaerWrai
-HELP ATU*Th
Gates are set to open at 5:45 p.m.
753-5362
ProjectIndependence
-Calloway county'High School will
been among the many groups doing their fair share 01MA-slag Calloway-toun753-1621
Murray Police
not conduct its junior high baskettians this week. Along with baffling a house fire in Lynn Grove yesterday, two
753-6660
CB Club
ball program Saturday morning.
_squad members,fought the ic:e and flying snow in order to lend a hand to two
753-4112
.
Fine-Rescue Squad
The Lakers had Tentritittly
famaiei in the Reiff and Crossland area. Above, Kenny Collins, left, and Robert
Seventeen inches of snow has fallen in
planned to -play the Lowes boys and
Trenhain-reemoved snow and ice from the coal pie at the home of Budl Wicker.
four separate storms late last week and
girls Saturday night but Lowes
and at right they removed the roof of the mobile home of Carol Gaye. The pair
this week, according to John Ed Scott,
couldn't
make the trip to M
assistance.
additional
the
offering
homes
before
had delivered medicine to both
Murray,' a reporter with National
thus the Laker-Tiger battle
Plates by Jennie B.Gordon
yteather Service. Scottsaiiiindications _ staged instead.
- AL
for a new storm to move through..
call
•
the Midwest ad possibly hit Kentucky
Saturday, bringinkadditional snow. - 'weekend. Kentucky. Department of
Three inches of light snow fell: Transportation, Bureau of Highways,
-day evening.— has authorized,136,000to each-county-to
ThursdaY,ending TEUrs
contract with*ivate vendors for snow
Calloway Comity School System and
rearoiraI.,/• • "2
today,
are
-closed
aty-Systeni
Murray
Miller. told -fiscal court _memberS__
this year.year.
participation In Department of"Tran• Graders with Calloway County Roaa
Numbhrs of planned meetings were
week athuldiordforCit*._
hill
marking;
membersagreed
to
lay
his
Office
receivedahnost
30
court
Thursday
Fiscal
sportation,
Bureau
of
Highlaya,
Department are expected to operate
cancelled this week. Many church
and county students..
emergency allocation program giving-- -calls*frorn persons needing help. "The- three--winterA and three summer
thtollglltheWeeketidlfl an attempt to
rvices were Cancelled in the wake of
-- Murray State Univeraity.„ellACtiled
county is trying to coordinate the
uniforms for the sheriff and each of his
each countyin the state $10,000forandii
clear county roads of snow.
the snowfall and hazardous driving
university,)
according
to
today,
classes
removaL •
emergency calls. We delivered foe-- "-Ahree,deputies. No cost estimates for
Calloway County Fiscal Court
conditions. A Quad State Band meeting
officials. Registration will contra
the uniforms were made public at the
The program allows independent
even Pamper." Miller quipped
'members, in a Thursday afternoon
Administratfve offices opened at .m. is cancelled at Murray State. A high
•
meeting.
•
vendors to grade roads using front end
Thursday.
.1 ,
session, Ordefed that measure /rid
school speech workshop set for
The fistal court are'reeti A petition__ •_teday., _Murray State lJ,nk4erstty
loaders, tractors, graders and other
In other business during- the -Thurt.
others in a continuing effort towcope
Saturday
is also cancelled. Ellis
President .Constantine "Derfo" Curtis
rubber-tired machines. Operators will
sdaY sessien, fiscal court MeMbets . from a group asking that Ed Walston
withisear record snowfall in the county.
Cemmunity Center is closed. the county
campus
whaArie
on
students
that
asked
Rbad _from KY 94 south to Protemus
heard a request from newly elected
riscal---court-inembers.also_ okayed_ be reimbursed for their work on a rite
*"
health center is closed.
-toremainin Murrayjoi the weekend.
Roadibeetosed.
Hazel Mayor Joe Thompson to shore1w
scale based on the size of the operator's
Pisber Price deflated antoher "snow
and
city
state
county,
Meanwhile,
-Magistrates also passed a motion
the expenses of paying a deputy to
machine blade.
-_
todayaappan is operating.
Ally"
street and road crews continue working
deaigroating an alleYwayi on_the_tiOr;
patrol in Hazel during the evenings. - Rob Walston, county road depart- -Murray, residential garbage
-Road
County
Calloway
sneer.
the
with
thside of-Calloway-sCouriti Courthoilse
Magistrates to an,getion -un-the
ment supervisor, told fiscal court
pickup-continues but persops are askedDepartment workers are expected to
as a private parking area for the county
request, although Miller Miclhe would
members Dan Burs% Thomas Bogard
that garbage be placed at the curb side.
operate road graders through the
judge.
talk with Calloway County Sheriff Max
and Gil Hopson (Billy Erwin was abtwo
heat
Installation
of
•
AURORA Morris and "try to work something
sent) that many of the county's paved
pumps for a dining porch at Kenlake
out."
roads have been graded. Walston's
State Resort Park „will cost about -crew has also cleared snow off the.
Fiscal court-members- de,vignated
$10,000 according to an estimate by the
runwayof Murray-Calloway Country
Bank of Murray as a depository for the
. state.
_Airport...Abe_ _health _Center and 9tber
The project consists of priividin` g
public areas.
-heating._ ventilating and- air conA number of local organizations
ditioning for an existing dining porch at
continue assisting city and county
the park hotel. Work includes
With
snow-related
residents
demolition, masonry,carpentry,doors, emergencies.
supplies.
and four inches of new snow had fallen
By The Associated Press
Today is March of Dimes "Coffee
painting, heat pumps, ductwork and
Calloway .County Judge Robert 0.
State Agriculture Commissioner Tom
in
Louisville,
bringing
the
total
acDrifting
snow
presented_Kentuckians
existing
Day" at several Murray restaurants
electrical work. Portions of the
Harris
estimated that approximately
cumlation
there
in
the
past
week
to
with
their,
latest
challenge
today,
according to Linda Knight,local March
plaster ceiling are to be removed and
one million pounds of milk was lost'
weather
bureau
•
"exabout
20
inches,
a
causing
/
What
state
,police
called
are
to
frames
fund
drive
chairman.
of QIIIIES
replaced and deers and
Thursday "becauseprodiicen- Couldn't
'
tremØ dangerous" drivin_g_eonditiorits.' forecaster said.
The- restaurants contributing a
berastalledlit existing masonry walls.
gelinit ilathe &ads?'
"Slity-five
miles
to
the
eait,in
'hèsnow
to
end
was
expected
today,
24.
Jan.
percentage
of
their
coffee
sales
to
the
project
is
on
the
Bid date
equipment
was
breaking
Harris
said
collapse
of
roofs
at
two
Lexington,
the
..htit
not
before
dropping
4-8
inches
of
fund drive are Burger Chef, Burger
Also renovations of the dining porch
down as farmers "attempted to open
warehouses was attributed to the heavy
new snow on top of the 16-18 inches of
The Murray High School Jan Band
Queen, DeVanti's, Holiday Inn, Long
at Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel will
highways but I doifthelieveatthisthe
accumulation.
A
1,600
square-foot
snow
maw
already
on
the
ground
in
some
Entertainment
featured
on
the
John Silver's, McDonalds, Majes,c
cost about $5,000, according to a state will be
point there won't be milk on the
section of the Kentucky Foods
Kentucky communities.
Special to be telecast on WPSD,
Steak House, Pagliai's, The Rib pack
estimate.
warehouse collapsed Thursday, and a. ._gracereshelves
Meanwhile, in an "urgent request,
'
,11-.,
•-liork includes remoVingthe existing- channel 6, this Saturday evening ac-7,- - rand Trenholms. - 100-square-foot section of the Penn , Harris also annotinced that his
issued late Thursday-night, state.police
Mrs. Knight also announcedthat the
lereens and installing new glass and cording to band director Joe Sills.
agency was seeking permission- from
Brothers tobacco warehouse caved in
and highway officials asked motorists
Sills said the Jazz Band segment,
following restaurants
made cash
glazing in the window frames and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture to
reported
injuries
were
Wednesday.
No
to
stay
off
except
for
the
roads
•
donations to the fund- drive: Hungry
doors. Windows are to be double glazed taped in Novemberr will be shown
supply food commodities -to the Red •
accident.
in
either
that
although
emergencies.
They
said
program
which
during
the
sometime
Burger
Bear,
Roberson
Hit)
and
K
&
N
and doors are to be single glazed.
Cross..
The new storm was blamed for an
no roads had been closed officially,
begins at 10:30 p.m. Saturday.
Rootbeer.
Bid date is Jan.24.
Hesaid thelood was_needed for 1,500
many were blocked as a result of ac- accident Thursday afternoon involving
persons, most of them aged or infirm,
five tractortrailer rigs and seven cars
cidents.
in Jeftersta
-TaT-di FayettErountles. —
that tied up traffit for severalhours iii
"The new snow has caused a glazing
The governor activated 300 Guardthe northbound lane of Interstate 65
condition on road surfaces," State
smen and said that all but 50 would be
Police Commissioner Kenneth Bran- near-Bowling Green. A state police
used in Jefferson- County to _assist
deriburgh said in a statement. "High spokesman said some.cars ran outof
police, fire ,and emergency medical
winds are now causing extremely gas while waiting in the jam, which tie
vehicles.
dangerous drifting conditions which • described as"a big mess."
Carroll said the Guardsmen will be
Thastate fire marshal's office urged
will worsen during the night,"
making emergency rugs to areas
truckers carrying same hazardous
combining
snow,
The
new
storm
°This
presidency.
the
frrst
year
And Carter followed it today with his
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
inaccesible to police cruisers and also
sleet and freezing fain - moved in materialstaremain off the roads.
The emphasis in his first State of the
economic message, which he called
Carter's long agenda for an electionwill be moving stranded. vehicles
"Only those tank trucks transporting
attempting
state
was
Thursday
As
the
night
was
on
Thursday
Union
message
"my economic priorities for the years
year Congress is encountering comblocking
streets.
fuel
pr
propane
diesel
gas
for
gasoline,
to
earlier,
an
shake
off
the
effects
of
ahead Odin); staategies for achieving
plaints that'may signal a renewal of the the economy - taxes, jobs and
The other'guardsmen were placed n record snowfall'which caused at least ernergeney" -use -aad human needs
inflation.
them."
congressional problems that marked
a standby basis at' Ashland • for
four deaths and disrupted industry and ashould be on thehighways at this time,"
The economic blueprint spelled out
assignment---to problem areas that
said Gilbert Ellis, assistant fire marbusiness.
Caper's proposals for a $25 billion tax
.-mightarise in easteralcentnelty.
who declared a shak
Gov.
Carroll,
Julian
cut, a.goal of reducing the jotA- las rate
Rep. Carl Iseilins,-514., in a
Most schools were closed agiikoday
state of emergency on Tuesday, acto 5.5 percent by the end of 1979, and a
See KENTUCKY,
tivated National Guardsmen in because of icy roads, which also forced
one-half percent annual reduction in the
Page 12,Column 6
Louisville and Ashland Thursday to farmers to begin dumping milk
of
program
rate
through
ainflation
help unsnarl- traffic problems. He also
voluntary restraint by business and
granted each of the state's 120 counties
labor.
610,000for snow-rernaval.--. Seven Calloway Courtiers/ -received
Doran Road; Terry Williams, a freshAbandoned was Carter's campaign
By 1 a.m. EST today, between three
quites thrjll Thursday night when they
man at Calloway- High, son of Mr. and
,
One Section -12Pages
pledge to balance the federal budget by
were admitted to the floor of the U. S.
Mrs. Johnny Williams of Lynn Grove;
The Weatherman is becoming increasingly accurate of
the end of his first term. He put off that
House of Representatives to hear
Mrs. Bob Kemp; Mr. and Mrs. Overby
late,"PrMictingt three snows in successitin. lje says also
goal to an unspecified tithe when the
President Anita,Cartertahrte of the
and Howard Steely of the Bank of
that another snowstorm is due Saturday. The Murray
economy would be at full strength.
•
-Union message. •
Murray.
Ledger & Times' newest columnist, Lowell Atchley,-takes
As expected, the Democratic leaders
Harvey Ellisof Peoples Bank, who is
Ellis said that Congressman Hubbard
the Weatherman to task today in the opinion section, Pate
of the House and Senate praised the
A mid-day fire Thursday left a Lynn
leader of a grow of 29 farm-related
"has been a workhorse for the whole
4.
State of the Union message while their ,
Grove family homeless.
Kentucky delegation" of farm people
people in Washington this week, told
'
Republican counterparts found much to
The-fire, discovered about 1 p.m.
during their meetings with members of
The Murray Ledger 1C-Times in a
criticize.
8
Page
Church
_ Thursday; destroyed the remodeled
Congress and administration officials
telephone interview this morning that
Delivered to a nationally broaderst
10,
snow
II
with
a
few
cloudy
Mostly
ClassifiedS
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Cooper, in
this week.
the local persons were admitted to the
joint session of Congress, the speech
10
flurries today. Strong surface ' Crosswords
the Linn Grove area.
•
"'Me meetings have been fruitful and
House floor through the efforts of
was interrupted 43 times by applause
10
snow,
to
drift,
Comics
cause
winds
will
•
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
Congressman Carroll Hubbard (D. I think accomplishments will be
but also drew criticism from
2
Dear Abby "
producing hazardous driving
was unable to save the structure,
realized from this movement *10,000
Mayfield).
Democrats and Republicans who4eit
the
today
in
Highs
12
conditions.Funeralf
Deaths
&
an
outbuilding,
although
firemen
saved
heard
the
farmers
from
all
over
the
to 12,000
Members of the group-who
the president's proposals felt short of
Horoscbpe
3
mid -and upper 20s. Becoming':
according to a spokesman.
state of the union address in person, United States who are in Washington
what they believed was.necesicire to
tonight.
colder
Report.
4
cloudy
and
Inside
partly
The
fire
four
department
spokesman
said
and
week,"Ellis
said.
students
this
which included three
deal' with the nation's most pressing
.3
Let's Stay Well
14ws of 10 to 15. Partly sunny on
the fire apparently started in the right
Ellis said the Murray group, which
adults, were: Bob Kemp, Jr., a third
problems.
2,3
Saturday with a slight chance for
1,ocal Scene
rear of the home. Cease of the blaze is
grade student at. Southwest Elemen- left Murray by bus on Monday,sirrived
In a 50-page compendium of
Oiiinion page
4
sno* showers in'the .late afestimates
also
unknown.
Loss
ire
in Washington Tuesday night. The
tary, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kemp
proposals accompatiying his speech. ,
6,7
Sports
ternoon. Highs in the low and mid
unknown
today.
Eight
men
and
three'
group will leave Washington Saturday
of Lynn Grove; Darrell Overby, an
Carter said the year's top priorities are
'
"
.TV Page
• 9
20s.
trucks with the fire-reacire squad
morning ,.for its return. to. Murray on
eighth grade studeotat southwest, sou
See CARTER,
'
responded,the spokesnuursaid.
and Mts. Robert Overby, 1104 Sunday. .
12.Colman
.
'
-

MHS-CCHS To

Play Saturday

—fiscal Court-Orders-Weekend Snow

Kenlake Renovation

Project Contirtues

March Of Dimes
Coffee Day TOday

Drifting Snow Presents Latest
Challenge To Kentucky Drivers

Jazz Band To Be
On Channel 6 Show

Carter Follows Union Address
With Economic Blueprint Today
Countians Admitted To
Floor To Hear Carter

inside today

Lynn Grove florne
Destroyed By Fire •

mostly cloudy

11•1•4.4.16

717

today s index

•
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0•Your Individual
Hoed-scope

'

PM

Piano can spark hom
**e p
'00

-4111)

Elmhurst, ItI., often leads sinvaloogs
NEW VORKZ.CAP) According to
At some parties, the problem is
FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, W78
.- people:- -whia-give-:yalles -often and ,‘ at secial gathering. She says, "It's rpersuading a guest who
monopolizes
successful!
,
_
a.
im
itid" can make • the
rta t dbe o
_ •
while
What kind'
•
. di erencewee
` tomorrow be? To find out what
Start the singing." You'll ft • y;ourself
a humdrum
tremendoua potenUal for furhave a turn. Party planner 'Marilyn
get-together and a-memorable bash. .
thering your advancement.
the stars say, read the forecast
gettrng -on tnacks - show tunes, folk
Perisr has the ansWer to that one. "Just
Don't let random ideas lead you
"A party in a private home needs a
given for your birth Sign.
music, old pop tunes. If they don't
point towardS a group at the other end
out of bounds.
patno."says professional party-planner know one kind of song. and start
ARIES
of-the room and say,'They think you're
AQUARIUS
#rt
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4114
Marilyn Petry of New York City. ."It dropping out, you have to be flexible
so sensational they want to talk to you.'
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
. Your self-confidence is admixes people together better, and adds and switch hack to something
It works like.a charm As soon as he
Your
mirable, of course, but don't
outlook not entirely
.
_gaiety ,and unity. In fact._ ipr
.
(411111101,7
geessics7-yoirstede
another body in."
auspicious.Contention may pop
give the impression of
:large party, I recommend that my
up in the least expected places.
arrogance or others will be
rent a . paino- if they don't
resentful. Keep all *emotions
Exercise restraint, put forward
already own one."
your very best manner and
under tight control.
Marilyn says she often plans parties
good-will to counteract.
TAURUS
-with diplomats', business people and
'PISCES
Apr. 21 to May 214
-society people who may have very little
(Feb. 20 to Mar7211)
Don't revear iill youltfii*
-7
•
in common. "But they can all sing
Violating a confidence at this
You may be ..too imBy Abigail Van Buren
or comment on the Music."" .
along
time - or any time, in fact pressionable now. Avoid
1978 by Chicle* TribuneN.Y News Synd. Inc.
Sandy Shire, a young Los Angeles
guide says.
.
could have serious reperBy LOUISE COOK
becoming involved in. ticklish
music arranger_ _Ind- • Mania; tals.
It is important for the parent to know
*Jaaclated Press writer
cussions. Avoid those who
situatiods into which yOu cvUld
•
-entertained
at
a
lot
of
panes,- says.
what the child will face in the way of tests
would try to pry information out
be trapped - and which could
A/moilt four million children are hospi- and other procedures
-Live-thusic gives -a party as lift: People
when he or she is
of you.
cause troeble later.
talized
ABBY: Untdil read your column today I thought
every
year
DEAR
and
the
experience
can
from 25 on up almost always like to
admitted, and, if there is an operation, how
GEMINI
world whose husband didn't
be
a
the
in
woman
frightening
only
one
I
was
if
nor"
parents
the
don't hell) the youngster will feel afterward. Don't
sing along with Current show tunes and
YOU BORN TODAY Ate
4May 22 to June 211
prepare the youngsters ahead of time.
trust her out of his sight. •
.. the oldis like Cole Porter." try to reassure the child by promising
endowed with great pride,
A good day for planning next
According
to the experts, children who won't hurt a bit" if you know there will "It
We've been marfied a year and I feel bite a prisoner. I
Sandy has -a - few tips -for
week's program. Be especially
versatility and discrimination.
be
know what to expect in hospitals and tm- some pain. Tell
have my own car (which I paid for myself),but my husband
Your goals are 19fty ones and,
astute in mooning out budget
the truth.
piano-owning party givers: "Buy some
derstand
why
they
are
going
and
what
will
go
anywhere
have
to
if
I
and
keys
carries
he
the
insists
on
If the
•
with your many talents and
requirements. You may be
faces a tonsillectomy, for
._ happen to them often recover more.quick.,-.-estainpie, child
. songiwrkI•
driving use there
• faced with some unforeseen
you might say something like
perseverance, you usually
. 7-up the tyiis7
If
than
youngsters
„
who
when
are
he
comes
home
get
from
the
worir1
third degree.
attain them. If you take up an
taken_ un- _This: "You'll be going to the hospital loran
favorites, make_copiesandleave titem-- •
ailyriocly -here today? Who did you talk -to?" (Fie
artistic profession - and you do "Was
operation that will help your body keep
CANCER
lying around on top of the paino. That
have talents along this line places the telephone cord in a certain way so he will know \ay, pect$1*- are likely to spontaneously
4June 22 to July 23)
The Department of Health, Education away colds and sore throats. You'll feel a
you would do exceptionally well
Someone may be trying to
if ialie phone has been used.)
and Welfare, in a guide for parents, says little sore in your throat after the operstart playing and singing. It works:
at painting, dancing or playing
pull the wool over your eyes.
I've never lied to hlin and have no reason to, but he
that children (particularly little ones) can ation, but in a little while you'll feel better much better than if the hostess tries to
a musical instrument. In other
Insist on clearing up the
doesn't believe a thing I say: I am his fifth wife, and now I
get. the idea that a hospital stay is a form and I'll bring you your favorite kind of ice
coax them."
situation. And, when you ask
fields, you could succeed as a
know why the first four couldn't live with him.
of punishment for some imagined misbe- cream to eat"
Chicago Society orchestra leader-•
questions, see that you get
teacher, librarian, politician or
the
Please don't write me at home_ beamee he gets
havior. Youngsters who!are never told
answers, not double-talk.
writer. Btrthdate of: .Linda
Older school-age children generally
they are going to the hospital and do not
Mil before !do. Just-write a message to "Stuck in Penna." ftaiiley Paul advises. "Make the piano
• part of the party-setting. Cover the top-LEO
Blair, actress; D. W. Griffith,
understand why may grow to distrust all should be told about a hospital stay a week
and.tell me what to -do.
film maker.
July 24 to Aug. 231 124
or so in advance to give them a chance to
'g
people_ won't be adults.
STUCK _with
Expect some obstacles, but
afraid to put their drinks on it. You
The National Center for Health Stabs- get used to the idea. Younger children
regard them, as constructive
„ tics reports that 18 million youngsters un- probably should be told only a few days in
IYEAR STUCK: Obviously you are able to write, so if won't have to ask people to play;
liallenges. Your intuition is
they'll
it
do
on
theirown."
der 15 (not counting newborn infants) advance. That gives them enough time to "
mkerable
marriage,
write
that
to a
you really want out of
now honed to razor-like sharpware discharged from short-term hospitals ask questions, but not enough time to get-them to come and get you.
ask
and
relative
-or
frierid
•
Kiri
if
d
rt
y
if(
ness, so you will know what to
in 1975. Of the total, 1.2 million - just overly concerned.
if
you
husband,
so
have
your
fear
reason
appear
to
You
--of
New
Haven,
Conn.,
recalls going-to a-do at the right time
about one-third - were treated for dis- = If you know bine long the hospital stay
to believe that he's capable of doing you bodily harm, ask - party at a beautiful home with-agrahd
RAMSEY BOY
VIRGO
eases of the Jespiratory system, a cote-, will last, tell your child. It gives the youngthis
from
tyrantto
yea
resigne
whoever-is
.Teerailieg-to
24-T5 Tept. 231
- Mr ant-sorrs:- baritti
-ily to know whenibe
--renn°
whial
"
tine
Played'
'
gory which includes tonsillectomies. Acci- sters a sense of seciar
.
.
One of those days when Ramsey of 1601 Ridgewood, being. Wang Pace protection.
or she will be coming home.
dents
and
were
"The
there
covered
keys
were
the
next
most
common
reason
If you have no one to whom you can write, tell your
mixing business and pleasure Murray, are the parents of a
When possible, you should visit the hoswasil a single piece of music around,"
for hospitalization of youngsters; 558,000
WILL pay off. In fact, you may baby boy, Nathaniel Curtis, husband you want to leave, and if he doesn't give you the - she says."We sent the host and-hostess
of those discharged had been accident vic- pital with the child ahead of time. Some
sheriff)
(or
police
and
ask
the
telephone
car,
to
your
keys
make an important business
hospitals have special pre-admission tours
tims.
a songbook of old favorites as a bread
weighing eight pounds, THEM to come and get you.
contact at a social event.
IL you know about the'hospitalization in in which children and parents get &thence
recommends
Janet
butt&
gift."
and
.
born
1115
w
ipe&
1,1BRA
havever,,, you can do a. lot to to see patient rooms, handle objects they
the neeigers-aaek..Haet.,
on Tuesday, Jan. 10, at the
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Az
will be using later itiadiScuss ideas about
DEAR ABBY:I am the office manager for alaw firm and
and
Jerome
make
it
.Kern
successful- The KEW guide,
Your stars highly pr tious• Mgrray-Calloway County have several women working under me. Is there in,
----'When Your Child Goes to the Hospital," is hospitals.
songbooks.
E'specially favored: ro
ce, Hospital.
Find out about visiting hours and try to
existehce anywhere a standard dress -code for the office?
_
oyailabIS from the Consumer Information
St
•
.
Lusts
•
•
Pianistalso
few days, particularly if his or her bospi-You-might
be Am.
' Mrs. Frank Ramsey,• 1073 more casual now,but surely there muit beit-riniriCinorne -`--yourself,
family matters
interests;
.cants. Ask for publication 014F.
hosting party to
busyextetiem
but -too
AK:aim involves surgery.
•
-SCORPIO
Miami View Drive, Loveland, of the "get-ups women are allowed to wear to the office.- sit down and play. Here's how John
Thvbooklet
I have an extremely difficult time getting Ate idea across
notes
that
parents
may
find
(Oct 24 to Noy. 22) nt'lliS
Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs. jetty
'
-Catn, of,the Chicago -area, solves that
- Don't be afraid bils47eaestions. "Parit hard to tell staychildren
girls.
about an upDon't rock the boat and don't piittaet, 1737 Wittenberg'
.
-always •Mvite at leasz.-..... corning hospitaltheir
ents may worry thatikhay ask too many
since
seme 44421Y
WORTH - liotaem.-"AVe
the
9113-4citi-helle
fokt
push enything, or anyone, too
tendency
is
musical. The who's
person
'
other
Drive,
Ohio.
Loveland,
one
to protect the youngster from anything questions or press the professionals for
far - or you'll regret it. Study
minute someone gets . tip from -the
that may be- unpleasant. Finding out the answers, that the professionals may be ancauses, effects, people themDEAR FORT: For what it's worth,there is no "standard
down.
sits
- piano, someone else
'
• information you need to know also takes gry and somehow the child will get an infeselves. Use your canny
threes code" for all offices.
Dance as -well -as song- graces the - tune and persistence, but authorities say it rior kind of care," the HEW guide notes.
judgment.
I don't know what kind of "get-up's you consider "the
Cains' pa rtis, abetted by their
"Other parents feel ... they will look 'fool
is worth the effort.
SAGITTARIUS
,
limit," but if.you spell out ilpecifically what you consider
- - -The first thing to do is t& prepare your- -ash' in the eyes of the professionals .7) (Nov. 23 to Dec.' 21)
finire-Your own -c-ellection---o1 aid- bats- - and -nna,
inappropriate attile for
"When the party gets going. Pealme Put
self by finding out about the hospital in- 'overanxious' or 'overprotective."
Be discriminating. No matter
dress code.
On the hats and do soft shoeroutines- to __volved. -The hospital that you remember. • But, the guide continues, "What would what the situation, don't judge
on surface appearances only.
The paino music,".says John.
. . may be quite different now, with new happen to children if parents didn't have
•
-DEAR ABBY: I am in my middle 40s, single by choice,
..pianit at the
you' ._ALerer
Don't completely disregard
sup
policies about visiting, new attitudes to- _those feelings? It may help to think about
lives
mother
widowed
-position.
My
>and I have an.excellent
ia
-&
-ifif-getting
first impressions of strangers,
partYt t t.
ward length of stay, anesthesia, parent that if you feel embarrassed in asking
however.
If you have s large, well- with me and I am not lonely.
people to. sing -along? ish Hoover of
participation and many other things," the questions."
'A. few months ego my favorite cousin died. She was a
CaPitICORN
shaped no, some believe,
(Dec: 22-to-Jari.
it ii a sign that you are noble, few years older than I, and her husband was 12 y_ears_her _
senior. Well, the new widower has been coming here very
Control your imagination generous and friendly!
often to visit "us." Both Mother and I agree that he is
interested in ME. The problem is, I am not interested in
•
HIM.
Solar I've been able to avoid being alone with him, but
he is very persistent. If he doesn't catch on pretty soon, I
may have to hurt his feelings-in order to dist:towage him.
Can you give me a few pointers?
NOT FOR HIM

Seeks Relief. Frorn--,Husband's Bondage,_

Precrarin
- g*Child.For Hospital _
Is Key To More Pleasant Stay _

'A7-.48 /41/61-

Get a headstart
In your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon. .

• • • •• •

DEAR NOT: Keep the conversation impersonal, don't
let him get you alone, stay'out of his reach, and retire
early. He'll get the message.(P.S. How about introducing
him to a friend? One woman's leftovers can be another
woman's banquet.)
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Able's', Van Buren,132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed,stamped I24e) envelope.

• ••• 4.

Kathryn Outland._'11-1079

Cathryn Garrott

'13-'804

HOSPITAL NEWS

Breakfast
isthe bestest
atBurger Queen.
Burger Queen makes breakfast
what it should be...a meal.

I
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Nursery 03
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7:00,915 +2:30Sun.
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CAPRI
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Ow Contract With Disney Productions
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Adolf $3.00,Child 11.50 di
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an. 31 ,
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Final Week
Ends Thur.

7il5,9:10+2:30Set.,Sen.
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rizarrau

GENE WILDER,
ways

PG
CHARLES
LEE - BRONSON REMICK
Late Show Tonite & Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertoinment•l$ Or Over Only

No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
Miss Tonya D. Walker, Rt.
2, Bit. 142-A Murray, Mrs.
Larue Hart, 10679 St. John Dr.
Algonaca, Mich., Mrs. Edith
L. Story, Rt. 7, Murray,
Thomas E. Cliallenor, Rt. 4,
Bx. 2, Puryear, Tn., Flavel M.
Robertson, 211 S. 13th,
Murray, David M. Nance, Rt.
6, Murray, Larry J. Richardson, Rt. 3, Hz. 342, Murray,
Jimmy D. _Smith, rt.. 1,
-13ti(1anati, Tn.;Miss Judith A.
-1C.imbro,eRt.5, Murray,David
S. McViherter,Rt. 1, Puryear,
l`n:'," Mrs. Velma L Parker,
Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Melda F.
FOY. M. 1, Murray, Rudolph
Geurin, Rt.3, Murray,Gmge
S. Christopher, 108 lliff,
Paris, Tn„ Merlin N. Washer,.
4, Rt. 7, 'Murray, Buford
*Downey, Rt. 8, Murray, Mn
Cwacie M. Paschall, Rt. 1,Hazel,Mrs. Nina E.Craig, Rt.
2, Hazel.

FREE! When you order
fresh Florida orange
juice and a breakfast
plate you get one of six
special juice glasses.
They say "Good
Morning" in six
different languages To
complete the set, a
decanter is available
for only S1.29,
Offer available while
supplies last.
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Ladies Day Luncheon

Let's Stay Well

By F J L Blasingame. M.D.

The ladies day luncheon at
the Murray Country Club,
scheduled r for WedneSday,
Jan. 25, has been cancelled
due to the weatner, accoratng
to the luncil,eon hostess'
.
chairman, Cha1otte Gregory.
ThoñTson, general
chairman for ladies' day
luncheon at the club, said the
dext Ititicheon ts scheduled for
Miss Patti Ramona MurFeb. 8 with Sheila Grogan as phree, daughter of Mr. and
luncheon hostess chairman.
Mrs. J. D. Marphree of Route
Five, Paris, Tn., was married
-to Noel Norman Hatman, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Hatman
.of Bucharian, Th., on Friday,
gee. 16, at the Paris Landing

1S

tes

Yll
JSI

nd
're
U.
he

Patti Ramona Murphree
And Noel Norman liatmcm
Wed At Paris Landing Inn

Cancelled At Club

IISSPITAL NEWS
t
Atduitt
lAMIL
i-n

• 7.:

.03
Newborn Admissions

N.

Baby Girl Clayton mother
Vanessa), 109 E 18 Benton,
.444- sts. P. 0-asks with
If hotter-water is needed
Baby Girlr,Crass (mother
diet I prefer for losing
occasionally for some speCarol), Catalina Dr., Murray.
weight and keeping it clots*,
cial reasons, it can _ be
Dismissals
normal.
to
Miss Becky Hatman, and rs.
-heated separately tIti the
Thn Houston.'
Robert
W. Phillips, Rt. 1,
A: I suggest that you- dieting to lose weight fol- stove. Such a procedure is
At the close of the ceremony Ivan Asher. Miss Tammy Murray,. Mrs. Brenda S
change your idea about lowed by periods during safer and cheaper.
Hunt
of
Centerville, Tn., and Manker,
the couple observed an old
Rt. 5, Bx. 2386,
using a particular -.diet to which an excess of food
Mexican wedding custom of Miss LuAnn Upchurch at- Murray, Miss Yvonne J
accomplish these pur- results in undesirable
tended
the
guest
register.
lighting the Unity candle
Pritchett, Rt. 2 Bx. 275,
poses.
For the wedding trip the
weight gain.
the two becoming
signifying
Murray, Mrs. Sharon K.
The wiser approach is to
bride
TEMPERATURE OF
chose
to
wear
a
two
as one.
Murphy, Rt..1; Mayfield, Mrs.
eat a normal; balanced WATER IN HOT WATER
For the wedding the bride's piece green pants outfit and a Evelyn M. Overbey, Rt. 2, Bx.
diet (fruits, Vegetable-5, HEATERS
mother wore a mint green knit corsage of red rosebudic_
Inn.
58 Murray;-Mrs. Betty
—
proteins, carbohydrateh-,
Q: Mrs. A. N. wants to
accented by sequine aL After a few days at Kenlake• Ceoley,
Ihmas
of
Hu&
formal
Januarys
...sainky.
We
HolOw_Rock.
anti:AO
-iv
. regularly:
Friday,
Jan.
20
•
- Iniewsthe-pitopei
;
ttnimera-'
and waistline. The Resort, tKe -coupleis-ethane—%., Mrs. Donna K. Carter,
Weigh yourself daily and lure that water should be
Beginners Western.Square
Men's Breakfast of First performed the double,ring 'the neck
chose a soft at Buchanan, Tn., where the 1055 Belmont Paris, Tn., Mrs.
mother
The
groom's
ceremony
at
six
p.m.
reduce the quantity of all heated in a hot water
Dance WeekervlAwill start at
tist Church will be held at
foods as needed to reach heater for family use in a three p.m a,e‘\`'..-esilake State the Holiday Inn at eight a.m. altar arrangement included a yellow gown trimmed in groom is in the farming and Christine V. Sanders, Rt. 6,
dairy business.
and maintain your normal home.
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Annette
Park aC continue until The Men's Choir will sing at white wrought iron archway matching crocheted lace. Both
Rehearsal Diaper
cymbidium
weight.
Collie, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Judi
Sunday morning. Call 474-2211 both the morning and evening entwined with greenery and mothers wore
from
Temperatures
A:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J. 0. Batman A. Morrow, Rt. 5, Bs. 264,
tied with green velvet bows, orchid corsages.
Exercising and working
for
information.
services.
deto
115
degrees
F
wtlle snipe calories„,and. 110
Reception -r---`— --- hosted -a- dinner pars7 Benton, Mrs...ftelipe W.
twobaskets of red poimedias„'
you will have to eat more grees-F are adequate' and
.AW113_,SPira1_andelabra,.and
at-.
_
1111inediatelY
following-the- -honoring IlteUr---lon ancYlds
i.icert by Murray State
ncee-folloWing the wedding Ro
to make up fbi energy -safe for Bathing and other Unifersity Symphonic
ceremony
Mr. and /li
wedding
the
canside were the unity
.
WitrutgBoo
h'
byher
,
iii5-;M-Ben
iaiTta.
on
Y,
Band, Concerts
rehearsal on Thursday, Dec. Mrs.
by Murray 'State dies.
expended. If your exercise household'purposes.
entertained
Murphree
Mrs.
Mary Ruth Futrell, 1703
to
heated
directed
by
Prof.
Paul
W.
water
is
the
If
15. Guests were received in
is limited, the food intake
Gold Band, directed by ca.
miss, Beverly ()nonfood, with a reception at the Inn.
Keenland, Murray, Robert 0.
- higher levels,the danger of Shahan, will be at eight p.m. Amald Gabriel, U. S. Air
the private dining room at Carlile, Fern Terrace
will have to be reduced.
room
dining
in
the
Tables
pianist,
wedding
played
Lodge,
during
skin
the
burning
in
auditorium
of
Student
While your weight may
-Force conductor, Washington,
- selections inchiding "0 were covered in white. with Paris Landing -Inn where, Murray, Mrs. Bessie L.
espe- Center.
greater,
is
bathing
vary a pound or two on a
D. C., will be at-2:30 P.m. and. Promise Me," "Colour My green velvet bows at the tables covered in white were Johnson, • Rt„_,_1„ Bx. n. Bigtraditional
particular day, you can tell, cially-for a child.
by the Murray State Blue World." and the
corners. The main serving arranged in a u-shape with a Sandy, Tn., -Mrs. IlvaSaturdai,January 21
over a period of severe; Higher teMperaturea- ofBand, directed by Dr. Donald Bridal Chorus and Wedding- table was centered by a silver central adornment of red Mcdaniel, 401 N:gkilimeray; -Square and rennd dancing, Hunsberger, Eastman School AR,,,h.
days-whether yotare eat-_the beater- .- 7.aiso cause
candelabrum with epergne carnations and baby's breath. Mrs. Mary Colson, Fern
ing the proper quanitity of greater loss- of energy and will be held at the Woodmen of, of Music, New York. will be at --"'"Dinner was served to
arrangements of red carBride's Dress
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs.
food. It is a good idea to its waste through radiation the World Hall at 7:90 p.m. three p.m. at Lovett
twenty-three guests that by% Mary
nations.
her
The
bride,
escorted
by
N. Paschall;- Rt.-- 2,
weight - yourself at about of beat.
marriage
waspven
in
father,
Auditorium. Admission is
The cake and Minch were cluded the wedding party and Puryearp. Tn Mrs. Gracie AL
Twin Lathes Good Sari) Clul?
-jiiiiinti. She was lovely served by Mrs. Terry Murc --their families: -The- couple- Nesbitt (expired), 519 &AM,
will have a potluck dinner at free'-- -- -- - ---- ''--.----Whir
,
-—
In-her
gown 'of white bridal Phree, sister-th-low of the presented .-gifts..ta. their ate..
sik p.m. at the community
_
trimmed
in Chantaly bride, Mrs. Jimmy Clendenin, tendanta.sa
Bank
rostn_of be_ Peoples
Monday,
Jansin7
w
--We.
lace
•
"edgetf-T.EW
The
building, North 12th and
League of Women VoterS square
neckline the sleeve
Chestnut Streets. Each couple
are scheduled to meet at the cuffs, and went dovm the dress
is asked to bring a meat and
United Campus Ministry at front and skirt that swept to a
two other dishes of food plus
-.
7:30
p.m.
--chapel length train. Her
"1,11410111.1k- .11 4101111..'
own plates,silver, and serving
.sA co I
bouffant veil of illusion,
spoons. Brf4_
drin
iTLIV.
:_geeavery,-Inc., will meetat bonie,ed by tbechantillyInce
-BIG
ouPs will be fumlihed
— • r-'4
u1
'
I Health Center, North Seventh
to bring a white elephant prize and Olive Streets, at seven matching that of her dress,
was held to a pearled Lace.
•
for bingo. Visitors welcome.
ODD
_-

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

•

SPEMALS

. rhainaughlace andsarried a
A,-+,
wagonmasters, phone 753- re......4
1`"
1 vv.-- DePartineni bouquet of red roses, baby's
1998,-for information.
• et murray Woman's
Club is-Ireath, and long green velvet
'• --....,_______'• ,-.,.._;:.. scheduled for 2:30 a.m. itltbe streamers
Concert W •*Waif ;_aulic•-_illib houSe. - - -Attembng as maid'Of lunar
University JaZ2 Lab Band,
was Miss Lynn Owens. Her
directed-by Ray Conklin and
Meeting of Blood River
Bob Scribner, will be at four Baptist Assaciatianai wmu at bridesmaids were • Miss
p.m. in the auditorium, Elm Grove Church'has been, Cynthia Pinson and Mrs.
Kenny..11o_yd,....They... Were
Student Center, Admission is -postponed. --gowned in-jade-green interlocking knit with gold and
green -floral organza capes .
.

50c OFF ty,';',;""On Any,20 Exposure NARINMIR
O&M-MD& PROMO
Lliati.O.VCROLL MP 4X)!IPON

Makeup Beauty,Hints
• -_,

Are G
0.1

sef..i. 0'MIL

O EXPOSUILL SUMS

NO 34 EXPOSURE

UM'S el 1141.8.1 814.4
"

liethIlirCampa.

• '

.•

,

Jones,'Was dressed similar tothe other attendants and
tven By-Glamour sprinkled red and white flower
petals preceding the bride.
During the day a young and threads.
James E. Milam served as
.
woman should keep her
best
man. Groomsmen and
Makeup
makeup simple and sensible,
ushers were Ivan Asher and
to
serilooks
move
Subtle
totally uncomplicated to put
on and wear': But when the sun sational for evening. There's a
goes down, she can be daring, brand-new spectrum of
highly
romantic
and glimmer shades for eyes
imaginative. Here -are some Starting with gold and silver
SIMS BOY
irresistibie__new_beiuty looks and going far beyond. Into
and Mrs. Danny Ray
W.
silver
dusted.
color..
gold
or
from the _ editors
at
For cheeks and lips, to Sirls of Benton announce the
GLAMOUR.
balance the drama: deepened, birth of a baby boy, Wesley
•
Carl, weighing three pounds
richer reds and wines.

•

0:*

t_,

silk roses. .__. -- The flower

•

Basic to any look, hair is
longer; shoulder-skimming,
cut in a new, do-everyting-

To put special lights in your twelve ounces, born on
---Wed.nesday, Dee: 28, at-the
face, pick spice colots- (riat,
meg, wild currant, ginger), Murray-Calloway County

with-it length. Wear it up, deep clear wines, or subtle Hospital.
.Grandparents are Mr. and.
wear down, wear it asym-,.:•metallics. Use more than one

parted
and
metrically
panytailed or chignoned. For
instance, pulled back into a
soft, unsevere French twist,
perhaps with bangs fluffy and
curly.(r, loose and soft, one
section twisted, twirled,
braided and wrapped round
and round with silken cord or
metallic thread. All kinds of
ornaments can be worncombs, barrettes, pins, cords,

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sen.

color 'on the eyes for emphasis, perhaps bronze near
the lashes and teal above.
Continue the color under the
lower lashes until the outer
corners are subtly circled. Tr
give eyes additional dazzle use
lots of lush black or dark
brown mascara. Highlight
your entire face with the
delicate shimmer of copper
powder. And create full,
seductive lips with two lip
colors, using the lighter one
just in the center for a radiant
shine. Your nails will *ant a
touch of color too-again, look
for spicy reds and browns,
creamy browns, and claret
wines. Be sure to experiment

Mrs. Jerry Jones, Benton,
Mrs. Julia Bennis, Toledo,

Ohio,Mrs.Gracy Sins and the
late earl Sins, Farldeallng.
Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Jones,
Rosetta Jones, Hoy Greenfield, all of Benton, and the
late Rita Mae Greenfield, and
Anna Ferenz of Warren, Mich.
Great great grandparents are
Mrs. Attie Jones, Mrs. Nancy
Hamlett, and Mrs. Augusta
Mobley, all of Benton, and
Adam Harfmann of East
Detroit, Mich.
•

.
Shilln Sirloin'

beforehand in order to combine tones that will give you
just the right kind of rich

A special-value meal, any time after 5:00 p.m. Fridly,
and all day Saturday and Sunday. Enjoy a sizzlin-hot .
steak, your selection of potato, and a thick slice of
Stockade Toast-.7': -plus Wad Mtn your TavoritO dressing, plus your drink:-Sitdown with us this
weekendt

319

A tasty value,$
for only

,

gleam for the soft, sexy looks
this season has to offer.

Kids Driving You
Crazy?

20%

OFF
All Games

(Through \` iday, Jan. 22)

Ylif FAMILY 'STEAKHOUSE
Nt Aft filffilt Ptoixi 11 am 10 m Weekdays 11 am -10 30 p.m, SO

tft•

Milierray Ledger & Times

NOVEL 61111GNANINS;
What's the difference between a busi-

ness that advertises in the newspaper
and one that doesn't? The answer's
easy... SALES! You can expect to get
more of them, because when you place
an ad with us (at a lower cost than any
other ad medium) you'll get to shout
your message to our entire circulation!
Make your move to Newspapers now!

Phone 753-1919

•
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Weather Right
... Or Wrong

The budget proposal sub1979-80 — to bring the statewide
mitted earlier this week by
average teacher's salary to
•
Gov. Julian Carroll fulfills a
$14,615 by 1980. The current
additional inches the next day. For
1975 campaign promise to the
average is $11,700.
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
spite,
he forecast snow Thursday. It
The
Weatherman is becoming too
Kentucky
Educatidft -,- This will pull the Kentucky
snowed Thursday.
accurate.
Association
and
teachers' pay up to par with the
other
This is a serious precedent.
He predicted the last three snows we
education groups by reconi7,_. surrounding states and, in adWhat happened to the days when the.
had,
now
long
the
snow
would
last
and
uwerelaweeeria--._
mewling salary increases that,, dition_Jg_ prqviding a more
Weatherman predicted the weather by
how much would fall. He said it would
flipping a:coin or sticking a wet finger
will bring teachers' pay up to
livable income for our
snow up "trtix inches Monday. It fell.
into the wind?
He
predicted
the level of average pay
and
delivered
teachers, should cut down on
on five
Where are the days when the evening
received in the seven surrounthe out-migration of Kentucky
weather report was the best comedy Inside
Report
Rue lami F. an. mid Robert !Niceak
ding states.
teachers who are going to
show in town? Where are those good old
Gov. Carroll has also inother, higher-paying states.
days when 100 percent chance of
showers meant — if it is raining where
TiLslindgetiterns that-Enongli-cinnot be gaid about
you're standing, the rain will be 100
•
-13 -Years Of_Iree- the- governorl proposal to
water?
percent
education for the youngsters of provide 13 years of free —Federal—Environmentalists
Armed with these_ and other
the commonwealth. Those
education for Kentucky's
questions,'I visited the Weatherman
provisions are
future leaders. The funding of
and confronted him with the situation.
I caught-him scanning a table full of
-- the establishment of 950 the kindergarten program is a
curious looking maps of the United
new kindergarten units to make
progressive step for the future
States.
the program statewide,and;
and the abolition of fees and
"Mr. Weatherman, I have Some
— the abolition of student
provision for free textbooks for
tough questions for you,"-I said. "How
WASHINGTON—An_
warned the Jan. 6 meeting that the
angry
Add to that danger the equally
fees and the furnishings of free
all pupils is long overdue.
do you explain your increasing accounterattack against federal enproposed regulations would benefit
predictable
fury of foreign buyers and
textbooks for all students.
curacy. A couple of snow predictions
All-in-all, Gov. Carl:011's twovironmentalists is now being quietly
Japanese and West German exporters
governments subjected to U. S. enthe last couple days come to mind. They
The governor has •also inplanhed by cabinet-level departments, at the expense of this country. The
year budget Orovides a muchreason: endless delays and lawsuits vironmental investigations on their own— -• are 100 percent accurate." led by the State Department, with included in his budget $20.4 needed boost to Kentucky's
soil and the awesome dimension of...,-__,- "Yes, I know," he said smugly.
"We
dications of support intbe White House
against U. S. exports on often specious
Million, o raise benefitseforelementary and secondary
CEQ'sambiti
ons comes into focus.
have been quite accurate lately. But, it
itself.
environmental grounds ,woidd -tirn
But the -CEQ has tirrinSt- &Mainly
retired achers by six percent education programs. The
ts to be expected..." The counterattack seems certain to
impatient foreign buyers away from
overreached itself. Represepting an
and $1 1 million to improve
proposals will move Kentucky
I interrupted,"How?"
modify drastically and could kill
the U.S.
activist constituency that takes a highly
"Well, the study of the day-to-day
trans ortation and upgrade from 38th nationally to 24th in
altogether new regulations proposed by
Moore, a former Atlanta lawyer close
negative view of extending 111. S.
variations of weather condtions. . .
to Mr. Carter, strongly urged White
the Council for Environmental Quality
Sc
bus safety.
teacher salaries and from 43rd
military
and political power around the
meteorology if you will. . . has come a
House
CEQ)
would
(
that
Uncle
make
Sam
domestic
the
policy
cheif
Stuart
e applaud these moyes by to to somewhere in the 30s in
long way since the scholars of ancient
environmental polieeman of the world-. EUZenstat to atteiadtlie JAI,6 session al- globe, it now wants to blanket the world
GO-narrow.-with II, envirorirnentatipowilr. And
per-pupil-spending by 1980.
• Greemstudiedthe atmosphere.
particularly policing -nuclear reactors.
CE.Q. Eizenstat stayed long enough to
that is an unwanted extension of
Kentucky teachers will
We think this is corn"The measurement of air pressure,
"Outrageous," one State Department
ask three questions: What is the cost to
Potomac
power which Jimmy Carter,
receiv-e- average salary—in---mendable and urge the
_official take
temperature, humidity, Wind direction
'These reguLetions the federal government of the prowled_
and speed, the amount and height of
regulations? What is their legal arclent-envirownentalistthough hels,is
would impose American environmental
creases- of almost $3,000 — legislature to move forthwith to
having trouble accepting.
clouds and precipitation has changed
standards on all our foreign friends and
justification? To what extent would
$1,480 next year and $1,465 in adoptthe budget.
rapidly since World War'II," he went
they -impose
tliey would end up

Under Counterauack

foeculiar

-Sunday School
Lesso
kei.41;c414,3ro

n

-

th, l'ni(ono

hating us."
American itandards on
This places President Carter in a foreign governments?
Speth, who took the leading role for
dilemma. While - crusading
:against nuclear proliferatiori and ere'---,CEQ inithe acrimonious debate, gave
vironmental pollution, he is bound as uninformative and "fudged" answers,
President by the practicalities of in-'according to one participant. Eizenstat
ternational life. Ai *such, he seems left the meeting before it ended, but
forced to disappoint his environmental- - those in position to know say he was
constituency. The proposed regulations unimpressed with CEQ's rationale and
were drawn secretly by CEQ planners has,strong reservations about CEQ's
with apparent help from the Natural ambition to be top cop for global enResources Defense Council (NRDC), vironment.
an environmentalist private action
Speth was legal counsel for the ere
group. They would in effect require vironmentalist NRDC before Mr.
standard environmental impact Carter put him on the CEQ. Last year
the NRDC brought suit against the Exstatements
(to
be
called
lm Bank to require it to meet CEQ's
"assessments" in the foreign field) for
all exported material or teChnology
domestic standards in all its foreign
sold abroad with some help-export - lending operations.
licenses or loan guarantees-from the
That suit, while not directly related to
U.S. government.
CEQ's proposed new regulations, helps
The real target may be nuclear to explain why Moore and the Ex-Im
reactors, a prospect that has infuriated Bank are so disturbed. The bank has
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission provided more than $20 billion in loans
(NRC). At a closed-door meeting called and guarantees for U.S. exports since
by CEQ Jan. 6, NRC assistant general mid-1974, much of it for nuclear and
counsel Carlton Stoiber said there is conventional power facilities and of"no legal justification" for imposing U. fshore oil drilling. NRDC claims these
S. environmental standards abroad. have direct impact on the environment.
That brought objections from CEQ
If Ex-Im EMU either loses the NRDC
chairman Charles Warren and member suit (now in U.S. district court here) or
Gus Speth, who showed reluctance even is forced to comply with the proposed
to discuss legal justification. But CEQ regulations, billions of dollars'
Stoiber insisted that neither the 1969 worth of exports of U. S. products in the
National Environmental Protection Act future could go down the drain. Foreign
nor its legislative history in buyers would be forced to wait out
congressional debate could justify the endless environmental investigations,
new regulations.
filing of impact statements and
At least as upset as NRC and--the predictable harassment of court acState Department was Export-Import tions brought by well-meaning enBank president John Moore, who vironmentalist groups.

rtghtedoutImes produced tr lfie kOrruntttee on
u.cd pernus,ton

.God's Sustaining .
Presence
• By H. C:Chiles
and to his enemies that meant the end
.
Daniel could not help being in cap- of his career. To the king his bedroom
tivity, but he purposed in his heart that in the palace was a torture chamber
he would die before he would permit his that night. Early the next .morning he
testimony for God to be marred by went hurriedly to the lions' den. To his
anything questionable or sinful or keep surprise Daniel was alive and unharhim from glorifying God in and through med because God had protected him on
his life. Daniel's noble, holy, and un- account of his innocency, and due to his
compromising purpose was one of the implicit faith in God. Then King Darius
greatest contributing factors to his rejoiced that God had preserved
success and usefulness.
Daniel, and immediately he issued an
The Plot Against Daniel
order to release him from the den.
Daniel$:3-7
Truly Daniel was one of the towering
King Darius appointed 120 men as figures in the Old Testament. He had
princes over his kingdom. Over them he his faults, of course, because he was
set in authority three presidents, and human, but this man of purpose and of
over the entire group Daniel was prayer stands out as a superb specimen
placed. This brave, courageous, and of manhood. Because of his love for and
heroic young man refused to turn aside loyalty to God he greatly enjoyed the
from obedience to the World of God, presence, the protection, and the
regardless of the amount of pressure to preservation of the heavenly Father.
which he was subjected. As he ad- His loyalty to God never wrreered.
vanced in power he kept a clear mind,a Boldly,- wisely, and effectively Daniel
pure heart, and a strong hand.
bore his testimony for the God whom he
The princes and the presidents were trusted, loved, served, and honored.
highly displeased because Darius Consequently, God highly honored,
promoted Daniel. The fact that Daniel richly blessed, and marvelously used
was favored by the king fomented the Daniel.
seething jealousies of the princes and
presidents. They despised his upright,
honest, and honorable administration.
They called in the last reserve of their
diabolical ingenuity for plans to get rid
of Daniel. Their secret scrutiny and
By The Associated Press
thorough search revealed that he was
Today is Friday, Jan. 20, the 20th day
faithful to all the interests of the of 1978. There
are 345 days left in the
kingdom. Those evil men remarked: year.
"We shall not find any occasion against
Today's highlight in history:
this Daniel, except we find it against
On this date in 1265, England's
him concerning the law of his God." parliament, representing
the English
What a-compliment to Daniel! What a counties,
met for the first time.
testimony to his character!
On this date:
Daniel's enemies went to Darius and
In 1801, John Marshall was appointed
flattered him by asking Min to eign a chief justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court.
decree binding all men for thirty days
In 1887, the Senate approved the
to abstain from worshipping anything leasing of Pearl Harbor
in Hawaii as a
or anybody except the kingohimself. naval base.
The decree contained the stipulation
In 1936, King George V of Britain
that anyone violating it should be cast died.
The Prince of Wales succeeded to
into the lion's den. By this method these the throne as
Edward VIII.
jealous courtiers hoped to bring about
In 1941, Franklin Roosevelt became
the ruin and destruction of their hated the first
American president to be
superior.
inaugurated for a third term.
The Prayerfulness of Daniel
- In 1953, Gen. Dwight Eisenhower took
The Prayerfulness of Daniel
the oath as the 34th president.
Daniel 6:10-11
In 1970, the United States and
Unaffected by the decree, Daniel mainland China resumed diplomatic
maintained his regular prayer habits. talks in Warsaw after a two-year
lapse.
He refused to be coerced to do wrong.
Ten years ago: The 18-nation United
Even though a decree had been signed Nations Disarmament Commission
was
which made it unlawful to pray, he studying a draft treaty submitted
by
prayed as he had done before, knowing the United States and the Soviet Union
full well that there was a death penalty to halt the spread of nuclear weapons.
for it. He was utterly oblivious to the
Five years ago: President Richard
consequences.
Nixon, in an inaugural address opening
The Preservation of Daniel
his second teem, said the nation stood
Daniel 6:16, 19-23
on the thresholdof a new era of peace.
With triumphant tread those men,
One year .ago: Jimmy Carter was
who had kept their malicious eyes on sworn in as the 39th president.
Daniel, went to the king.and informed
Today's birthdays: Entertainer
him 46f the violation of his decree, George Burns is 82 years old. Actress
Sorely displeased with hirliself for Patricia Nealds.52.
having issued that decree, he sought to
Thought for today: When your neighundo what he had done,but the law was bor' house is afire, p5ur own property
unalterable.
is at stake — Horace; Roman poet and
1)..agiSLT,8.4,*st 14W -Ple.4101W_Acr,.
, - .
•

Today In Iligtory

Lodking Back

10 Yes Ago
Over fifty neighbors, friends, and
relatives came to the aid of Mr. and
Mrs. James Brandon and family during.
the recent power failure and also while
they were ill. They operate a Grade A
airy and during the power outage they
were milking 42 Holstein - cows. The
current was off from early morning on
Jan. 13 until late on Jan. 14.
Assets of the Bank ofaMurray are
listed at $31,402,691.05 in the report of
condition of the bank as of Dec. 31, 1967.
Joyce Winchester was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat the North Marshall Jets
and the Murray High School Tigers
beat Fulton City in basketball games.
Stan Key got 29 for the Lakers and Gary
Lamb got 16 for the Tigers.
Kay Beaman presented the program
at the meeting of the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America, according to
Jan Cooper, chapter president.

20 Years Ago

Firemen answered a call Jan. 18 to
the Lassiter Coal Company when a
stove blew up and burned up the
workshop, according to Murray Fire
Chief Flavil Robertson.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Oscar
Tabers, age 74, infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Miller, and Mrs.
Walter Outland, age 78.
Bob Beale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rue
By SEN.RICK WELSENBERGER
L. Beale, has been awarded the Kappa
Sigma "Campus Leader's National
Junior Scholarship" at the University
of Kentucky.
With the Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament just ten
days off there are but three more intracounty clashes on schedule. At this
stage in the season the New Concord
,
others, would remove the five-tient Redbirds are leading the other five
county teams with a perfect record.
sales tax from home utility bills.
R. L Cooper of the Calloway County
The average savings to consumers
would be about $40 a year. The bill Health Department was speaker at the
meeting of the Lynn Grove High School
removes the tax from utility bills for
home heating, water heating, cooking, Parent-Teacher Association.
lighting and hosuehold power usage. It
does not include telephone bills.

YOur Senator Reports

Bills Promise Relief
From Rising Costs
Rapidly escalating utility costs have
produced two bills in the Kentucky
Senate which would provide assistance
in this area.
Senator Joe Prather, president pro
tern of the Senate, pre-filed a bill which
would create a lower utility rate for
elderly and disabled persons. Senator
Prather said he decided to file the bill
after receiving reports that many of the
citizens affected were being forced to
move in with relatives or be institutionalized because of their inability
to meet monthly utility costs.
The proposal w_eolsi establish jt
a
"lifeline rate" for Kentuckians 65 and
older and for the disabled receiving
Social Security or veterainefits.
Those who qualify under the lifeline
rate would pay 25 percent less than the
regular rate up to a fixed amount.
Electricity or gas consumed over the
fixed amount would be charged at the
regular rate in an effort to encourage
conservation. Under the present rate
structure, consumers using small
, amounts pay a proportionately larger
rate than commercial users.
The bill designates the state Public
Service Commission as the agency
responsible for determining the amount
of gas and electricity to be allowed at
the discount rate.
A second bill, sponsored by Senator •

ELLEarclawl-muelf _gnorkg—agatead—

30 Years Ago

The biggest obstacle the bill must
overcome is the resulting loss of
revenue to the state, estimated at frog
$11 million to $1000 million annually,
depending on whose figures you use.
To be candid, the chances of both bills
passing appears dim. The measure
with the best chance seems to be
Senator Prather's bill, probably
because it would provide the largest
assistance to those living on fixed incomes.
An alternative to both bills may be an
"energy stamp" plan proposed by
Governor Carrell,to be administered in
much the same way as the food stamp
program in existence for many years. A
reasonable criticism *the governor's.
proposal is that it will be too costly to
operate and generate too much
ucrac
veyr
reaic
buvihhe
plan emerges .from the
.1978 General Assembly,it is clear that a
significantpriority will be accorded the
,greyiefLnEeblfinplutilitzscists.
.*/

Carmon Graham has accepted the
position of administrator for the
Murray Hospital, according to H. J.
Fenton, president of the Board -of
Directors. He will assume the post on
Feb.
_Dr. J. A. Outland, Calloway County
Health Officer, warned today that
winter is the time of the year that
diphtheria epidemics are likely to
break out. He urged all parents to have
their children immunized now.
New officers of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce are M. 0. Wrather, C. L.
Sharborough, H. Glenn Doran, and ha
Douglas.
Mrs. Vera Rogers has resigned as
bookkeeper for the Peoples Savings
Bank after thirty years of service.
Helene Hatcher, assistant professor
in social sciences dtpartment,'Murray
State College, has been granted a six
months leave to be a specialist in'
geography and conservation in -the-.
Division of Secondary Edueation of the
t.S. Oflicl of Educallb9
.

on. "Advances in the technology of the
computer, satellite communication,for
example."
"So, you're beeoshink
accurate," I injected.
-Well, yes, forecas req4re a great
deal of skill in collection, transmission,
interpretation of data. Weather
forecasts, as you know, is affected by
local conditions. . .".
"But, you're becoming more accurate," I persisted.
"Yes," he said with a smirk,"we are.
We shoot for 80 to 85 percent. Here
lately we've batted 100 percent... Now
for this weekend."
I interrupted, "That's the problem,
Mr. Weatherman. You're becoming too
accurate."
"How so?" he asked.
"Well, before- you became so accurate, we could sit and chuckle at your
reports, because we knew you were
bound to miss it ever so often.
"The weather report used to be a
good way to start the week. You know,a
few iaughs to lighten the Monday blahs.
The Weatherman was also a good
comedian to settle down to in the
evenings.
- --You were probably as accurate in
those days as now. But, we just passed
that off as luck. A 12 inch snow was
good for a real belly laugh. A 15 incher
made you roll in the floor, especially
when the Weatherman said it was going
to be sunny and warm," I explained.
"Hmtnitiinni," he said. His brow
furrowed.
"You are treated today with . . .
reverence. .
I pleaded. Your reports
are depressing. When I hear the
weather report lately I feel like kicking
the cat out of the rocking chair."
"I see," the Weatherman said.
"Maybe I should lighten up. You know,
miss a few once in a while. Just for
laughs. . . Maybe. . .maybe. . I should
predict freezing rain tomorrow...
"No, No," I protested."Loosen up!"
"Okay, let me give'er a try. Now
tomorrow, highs will be in the mid-60s
with lows in the 40s. No precipitation is
in sight for the next three days," he
chuckled.

Youbeau;dittylks.

Bible Thought.
0 Zion, that bringest good tidings,
. . . lift up thy voice with strength;
lift it up, be not afraid; say unto the
cities of Judah, Behold your God'
Isaiah 40:9
A Gospel tor the whole, person
should cause us to shout'
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Reaction Warm Toward KET Offers 'Snow_Schoor Programs
State Of Union Speech

...LEXINGTON, Ky. -I AP)— for parents to do is to work dren to word study problems
ficials indicated Thursday Instruction.Kentucky Educational Tele- with their .childreq, and help and mathematics exercises.
He said the department will
that it is unlikely that the
vision is offering "snow them keep their minds active
Many of the programs offer department will declare an ask NET to add several pron
pr
act
f
sicir01" trogrants for children between break," oho. ri tr.A
emergency an .sr-RET w grains providing physical
who are housebound during .telephone' interview Thur- can be done with common
broadcast regular classroom activities for children to hel
That
sday.
sluitva. weather.
WASHINGTON tAP) — ception,"
household items—such as courses, since local programs relieve cabin fever.
said
Senate new iederal programs.
KET's snow school is the simple science experiments
KET is offering a wide
President.Carter's first State Majority laader Robert C. prompted more compliments
allary so widely.
range of program from social- name 10ET officiarS haVe— using —Piper towels, old
of the Union address is Byrd shortly after Carter from Republicans.
"As far as we're concerned,
drawing a "'generally warm completed his 47 minute ad- "You could,close your eyes studies to consumer education giv_en the regularly scheduled glasses or aluminum foil.
KET programs serve to
the
accent,
program for child.ren often
to music.
reactiotifrom an election-year dress Lo a joint session of and if you didn'get the
NET and state department
and refresh students
enrich
Congress.
"what we've been working shown in the state's public of Education officials have
. • Congress. Byrd said Carter you'd think it was a
out of school,"
they're
while
•
minds
schools,
kids'
Most Democrats praised the
been discussing the rietwork's
the right Republican speech." said Sen. on is to keep the
emphasized
Hollin, deputy
Taylor
said
active," said Virginia Fox,
Now that schools are closed role in the event the departspeech. Some Republican things."
Robert Griffin, R-Mich.
Bureau of
state
the
of
director
of
director
across the state, KET officials went declares a weather
leaders complimented the
Similarly, House Speaker
Seq. Barry Goldwater of assistant executive
president, although many Thomas O'Neill said the ad_ Arizona, the unsuccessful the statewide educational want to let parents know that emergency.
the same programs their chil"There is an tunofficial)
complained ,of a lack of dress "touched on the matters GOP presidential candidate 14 television network,
Fey Coved
she
said - programs dren may have seen at school emergency now," said Dr.
specific details or direction. that are pressing in America years ago, said, "i made the
state
"I thought the speech.rt a tiSday." 'Graham,
same kind of speech in 1901 scheduled by KET won't are also available on the home James
-•
.
News, Society -and
superintendent ,for public
good tone and it gat a good re-_____Even_Senate 14,Innrity,.....and got....the hell beat out_df . necessarily' help . a child screen.
?5398
Sports
but,
,
studies,
instruction.
.Percy,.
Lexingthe
Charles
his
People
progress
in
may
call
, Leader Howard Baker ot_. rne."...ipic.Sen.
_. '
...,a
Ratoiki
Displayeon-based gtatIOn collect at - "There's 'an educational
. Tennessee said,--By and large Rau., said thai '‘the5tisinesS ShOtild prevent regression.
vertising 753- 191 9
WY **MOW
For example, she said a 606-233-7750' from. anywhere crisis because children are not
community heard a lot of
it was a good speech."
Display
Classified
Rut Baker and several other things that it wants to hear." child who has been reading in the state to request sup- participating in. educational
Ctrcalah
Classified.
forget
may
school
Minority
Leader
plementary
well
in
he
educational
by
said
activities,"
But. House
Republicans said the speech
on and the Bustness
Courtesy
lacked specifics oil the presi- John J. Rhodes of Arizona much of what he has learned if materials to be used with the telephone, "but as long as
be
may
Office
or
week
programs,
a
for
"a
address
he
read
doesn't
are
feel
homer
we.
children
*dent's legislative_prograrn called_ the
-reached— an -753
p-''-'-FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— and said they expected to give collection- of cliches which, more. Practice is the keY7".' Materials range froili.ltoToi.": that'a the safest -Tokkee,”-I916and 753-1917
"The most important thing *books for very- young.chil-. Other state education ot.
State policepolice have provided arise scrutiny to Carter's like the • administration's
_
and
focus
lacked
far,
,111-_:
proposals
so
sicord
.to
_cul.S,7-cruiaers
in
transportation_
•
some state legislators, staff strategic arms, public service tlirection."
"I don't think it will get the -1;*************** *********************************** ****************;***********;
members and other govern- jobs and 'creation of a new.
country moving," Roth said. at
ment workers during snowy Department of Education.
The president emphasized He said Carter proposed, "a it
weather this week.
Among thoae chauffered to private enterprise system and tax rebate not a tax cut, The;
the state Capitol and back the limitations of. government president's cut is neither big, if
*
home before the Legislature while mentioning little about bold nor beneficial"
adjourned Wednesday were
House Majority Leader Bobby
,Richardhon, D-Glasgow, and
1:4(
Itolise Speaker William D
Kenton,
..
•
-Lexington..
_..
.
Richardson said he could
not move his car, from 111.1driveway. He was relayed.
from his home in western
Kentuckyto the Capitol b
C:HARLESTON, W.Va. length of the strike.
four or five different cruisers, AP — Coal operators and
In Indiana, trouble which
he said. Each took him to the Ihe United Mine Workers was antic. tedata reopened.
age or its Ismerand tran- stand about $1.40 an hour nonunion mine in Center Point
sferred him to the next apart in discussions of wage never niaterialized. Clay
cruiser.
provisions for a new contract, County Sheriff Wayne Lucas
Kenton travel-ea-Wand from the. Charles-fon 13a4ette gathered a force of 25 regular *,
Lexington daily with a state reported in today's edition.
and reserve deputies at a mine ar..
trooper who livesin Lexington
Negotiators for the two Sides operAed by the Brazil.. Coal 4.
and works in Frankfort.
were scheduled to meet today and Clay Co. So pickets ap"The chair (House speaker) as the natioowide strike by peared and Luca-s said he
has the authority... as I inter- 160,000 members of the United thought the fact that police
pret it... and the power to di- Mine Workers went into its were ready • may have
rect the services of govern- 46th day.
discouraged the strikers.
ment to bring people in (to
The Gazette quoted sources
conduct the business of the close to the talks as saying
House)," Kenton said.
that an offer by the
State Police Commissioner Bituminous Coal Operators
Ken Brantienburgh said the Association calls for a wage
service was provided by police increase of $1.43 an hour over
who were ``fiot —Citherwise a three-year period plus a
%Aro Sow,
•
busy." He said troopers were fixed increase to compensate
not dislocated from their as- for inflation.
The nelkapaper said the
- signed areas.
Willard Ails, R. Ph.,
The commissioner said UMW's latest wage demand director of pharmacy services
transporting snowbound called for an increase of $2.80 at the Murray-Calloway
people by state police was not an hour over a 40-month con- County Hospital in Murray,
limited to government pe.- tract, plus a cost-of living in- has been selected to serve on
All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook Accounts
crease pegged to the con- the board of directors of the
sonnet.
He said police have taken sumer price index.
may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semimid-South Youth Camp, acThe top wage for a -miner cording to Dr. E. Claude
workers to the University of
-amity, annually as the depositor may choose.
Kentucky Medical Center, for was about $8 an hour before Gardner, president of Freed
example, and have tran- the UMW's last contract Hardemali College, HenOur Now
sported patients needing expired Dec. 6.
derson, Tennessee.
6 Years
An official news blackout The camp, located between
kidney dialysis who were
was expected to be in effect Henderson and Jackson,
otherwise unable to travel.
Brandenburgh said the for today's talks as it has been Tenn., is owned and operated
"scope of this transportation since negotiations resumed by Freed Hardeman College
—
operation is unique to the last week.
and serves over 2,000 young
UMW President Arnold people each summer. Hoyt
weather situation."
90 Days
Miller said in an interview Kirk, athletic director at
Thursday's
in
published
Freed Hardernan is also camp
Gazette that progress is being director.
Made in the negotiations.
Ails has served the college
Negotiations "have gotten and camp in other capacities
to the point where we've and has been appointed to
talked about all the major serve on the board of directors
8.01% Neatly,
5.39% Effective
5.92% Effective Annual Yield
items. For a long damn time, of the camp in recognition of
Yield
We've
Annual
Mid
we didn't do that . . .
Ansa
$500 Minimum Deposit
been
also
has
that service. He
gotten to the meat of the active in youth activities
•
problem."
throughout the south, parBut, Miller said, "nothing of ticipating in numerous youth
48 MONTH
major consequence has been rallies and programs.
30 MONTHS
12.4R 24 MONTI,
breakOnce-a
yet."
on
agreed
r most exhaust pipes, too)
Mrs. Ails is also actively
through is made on the major engaged in the support of
items concerning both sides, Freed Hardeman College
the contract could be put to- through her work with the
4114
'
gether in a few days, Miller associates of the college. She
said.
also owns the Bookmark, a
*
f NI
A spokesman for the Ten: bookstore in Murray.
nessee Valley Authority said
Mr. and Mrs. Ails are the
Thursday the TVA will begin parents of one child, Joe *
7.79% Effective
6.72% Effective
6.98% Effective
taking emergency action to Mark,and are members of the 1
(
Annual Yield
Save
Annual Yield
find new coal supplies if the University Church of Chriskin ;
Annual Yield
money...
strike continues another flurray.
pipe bending
month.
(Substantial Penalty For Early'Withdrawal of Certificates)
to your specs.
"We started out with very
ac
English
Chaucer,
Geoffrey
Dec.
on
coal
of
good stockpiles
-TAILPIPES v.DUALS
poet, was born on Oct. 25, 1340, 3.
*CNRISTIAAS CLUB ACCOUNTS EARN 5% INTEREST *
6," when the strike began, and died on the same day 60 *
EXHAUST PIPES
N.B.
Manager
Power
TVA
years later.
FORMING
Hughes told reporters at a
Our New
special briefing.
...EXPANDING
If
You
"Right now, our coal stockpile has decreased consideraDiscount
Need Them:
bly," he said. "But we still
Mufflers
753 1441
fire
have Something like 60 days
from
753 1621
Police
supply left."
753-6952
liestue
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Jim Richards To Step
Down As Western Coach

College Scores

(MtRII,AY LEDGER

by The Associated Press
EAS
Syracuse 106, La-Salle 96 owson St 77 Mci-Baltimore
• ety 72
W Virginia 87,- Duquesne 74
Widener at Monmouth, ppd.,
sit*
SOUTH"
.Bluefield St 90, Salem 80
Furman 86, Tenn-Chattanooga 82
Iona 96, E Carolina 74 Ledoir Rhyne 71, BarberScotia 63
Lincoln Memorial 69,
CarsonN evmlan 65
Lynchburg at Washington &
Lee, ppd., snow
--MeNeese-7.-- St 58, SE

(tiLs.N, Ky. AY)- AfterIeven years as
.BOW
basketball coach at Western Kentucky University, . Jim
Richards will be relinquishing the post at the end of this
. season. •
Richards, who asked the university to. reassign him to
another position, told his squad after a peactice session
Thursday that he had been considering the move "for three
or four seasons, so it is not a quickjjecision."
Richards, a 41-year-old native of Columbia, Ky.,' did not
elaborate on his, reasons for quitting, but one school official,
who Aced not to be identified; said, "This thing (coaching)
takes its toll and he's tired of the grind."
r
•
• The Hilltoppers are 7-8 overall this season and tied for first
placy • -of the Ohio Valley Conference with a 3-1 record.
-.Richards' career mark with Western Kentucky is 93-78.. %al,
Richards'learns tied for Abe_ WC title in 1971-.72..hiS.first
,,,W44911-44.34Pe_14.c$441...tatiAM-1).P.t4..t0-.$
1 444U
season and tournament championships in 197o- .
Don. Armstrong, university spokesman,said Richards, who
ha?.tenure in the physical education and recreation department, will continue to teach after the season ends. He added
that Richards may be given new duties in the athletic
department,.but no decision has been madeyet on that.
Dero 1)owntng; university president, praised Richards for
'establishng "a tradition of excellence" and said an advisory
-,.-cumgattee.wouldbe established to search for a new coach.

Allen Makes Final Stop
To Bid Staff Farewell

1;4 TIMES)

Chuck Knox Officially AC Coach
But He'll Coach NFC In Pro Bowl

Until just a few days before expects," says Isiah RoberBy BRUCE LOWIT
last
Sunday night's Super tson of the Rams, a starting
APSports Writer
Knox was coach of the linebacker for the NFC."He'll
Bowl,
TAMPA, Fla.(AP)- It's a
Los Angeles Rams. keep them in ballgames right
NFC's
having
strange twist oT fate,
an abruplaboutsface,-0away, If the Bills_ sion't_w_jk,
in
Then,
--Chtitk Knox- coach the
Milligan 94, Emory & Henry National Conference team in (he'd signed a long-term with him, they won't win with
anybody. .1 thought right to
43
Monday night's Pro Bowl contract to continue directing the end that-Knox would stay
Knox
sunny
fled
Rams),
tilt
* MiSliSsiPpi Col 94, Nicholls game. Technically he's an
Southern California and ac- with the Rams, that they
St 82
American Conference coach.
might bring in some hotshot
Morgan St 83, Delaware St
"I guess things do work out cepted the head coaching job offensive
coordinator 7_0r
the
of
Bills
,
-!ffalo
,
-;ththe
•
56
funny sometimes," Knox
Rosenbloom had
If
something.
LouiNW Louisiana at NE
observed after the NFC stars
'only let Chuck stay another------siana, ppd., snow
light'
went through another
KnOx is coaching the NFC_Iwo or three year".
Paine 102, Benedictsill8 workout Thursday, beating a here - because of
new- Knox preferred not to talk
St. Augustine 97, St. Paul 80 thunderstorm by less than an National Football League
about his relationship with
Shaw 89, Livingstone 69
hour.
policy that states, in part: Rosenbloom. "Look, I don't
81,
Shepherd
"The coaching staffs for each want to get into that," he said.
VirginiaTech 74
conference will be those full- "I left frienciSwith everybody
Spring Arbor 72, Hillsdale 60
time coaches of the division and I want to keep it that
Winston-Salem 76, Fayettechampion,, teams that are way."
ville 73
eliminated in the divisional
Rosenbloom has at least
MIIIWESt•
playoffs." -In--this case it Suggested he feels the Rams
Calif.
BEACH,
- PEBBLE
Anderson 99, Wingate 86
meant the Rains in the
are, in a way, losers because
(AP) 7- Jack Nicklaus
AugustAniSs
as
'aeséfibesr
-game
-or
his
Knox ga-thOse RIñ1 into-theY haven't made it all the
ingside 58 •
do
to
nothing
has
it
and
rusty
playoffs in each of his five way to the big game. To that,
the
Bradley 81, Tulsa 78
back
set
the
that
with
rain
the
seasons with them, compiling Knox responds: "Certainly
.X.reighton 87, Drake 77.
the
of
37th
Ming
opening
53-15-1 record in that stretch. everybody wants to win the
. Indiana 77, Ohio St 63-Crosby National Pro-Am.
But they never got into the Super Bowl, every player and
Michigan 83, Wisconsin 64
"At this time of year, I
Super Bowl,losing three-times every coach. But I'll tell youMichigan St 60, Purdue 51 never know what's going to
in the NFC title game and there are more things in life
Minnesota 70, Illinois 66
come out of the bag," said
twice in .. the divisional more important than the
Minot St 91, Vly City St 78 Nicklaus, ready and eager to _playoffs, including-a 14-7 upset Super Bowl...A lot of,players
played ibeir hearts out and
-N-Orthe"66-,Dakota St end hislongest- layQff
by Minnesota last Dec. 26.
58
evrfom
tournament competion.
Carroll Rosenbloom, owner didn't gel there. To brand
•
Northwestern 62, Iowa 59
The Crosby, which was to
of the Rams, voiced his them as losers because they
0
was
:but
gin
Thursday
displeastire so often and so ciAll't get to the coPer
-•
Harris postponed until today because
63,
Principia
loud that Knox pulled hit ridiculous.
the waterlogged courses were
reverse and pulled out of Los
_ 79, Indiana St 76 unplayable, has become the
Angeles.
Tiffin et Walsh 58
MSS YOUR PAPE
traditional season starting
It w
Wis-Green Bay 62, Wis- point for Nicklaus, who. has a
almost a replay of
Sobwellon rite NW mot
nearly a decade ago, when
'15-arISIde 52
record 16 major titles on his
r000krod flair howo•dellworod
SOUTHWEST
Rosenbloom, who then owned
record.
copy of As /Awe, todfor
Arkansas St 66, Louisiana
It's been four itionths, since the _ Baltimore Colts, let
Thaw Ite
Tech 54
, he failed to make the cut at the everyone know he was
Friday or by 131 p-s. MSown
' Jackson St 87, Ark-Pine Ohio Kings Island Open, that _unhappy_ with his head coach.
deys we urged to- MI 753-1,16
Finally, Don Shula quit,
-I3Tiiff 79
Nicklaus has been away from
Yoh/eft S$p.s. wed 6 p.a.,
FAR WEST
the tour. He played a lot of signed on with Miami. and
or MO p.n.
lioedwp-Miry,
built the Dolphins into twoAir Force 65, Cleveland St 58 tennis and got in some skiing
d4 p. lotwdoes, to Wen
Brigham Young 87, Arizona befor taking out his golf clubs time Super Bowl champs.
ibilvery of the eowspopor. Cols
Can Knox do it wit,, the
.
86
two weeks ago for practice
mot bo plated by 6 pm. oweBills, one of the NFL's Worst
FresnctSt 70, Long„Bpach St rounds. days
or 4 p.a. Safer/we ti
years?
recent
in
teams
56
Nicklaus, whose 38th birgoorwitee
"Knox will win at Buffalo
Fullerton St 81, San Jose St thday is Saturday, feels he
66
needed the recent four-month and he'll do it before anybody
Pacific 78,-- Cal-Santa layoff. His schedule his year,
Barbara 75
as he announced late last
TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
San Diego St 90, Cal-Irvine season, will take him to leks
TRADE WITH
65
than 15 tour events
The challenge of the Pebble
S Oregon.67, Warner Pacific
63
Beach course, which Nicklaus
will reach Sunday if weather
Stanford 108, Alaska 98
permits him to play Cypress
Utah 84, Arizona St 69
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
W Texas St 76, Oklahoma Point and Spyglass Hill the
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
first two rounds, should help
City 71
EXHIBITIONS
charge him up now.
"Service Built Our BUSillittilf
-If I had to choose just one
Athletes in Action 86, San
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US-ON A
_
golf course I could play the
Francisco 73
NEW OR USED CAR
Kansas St 57,'- Soviet rest of my life, it viould be
Pebble Beach," he said.
National Team 54

WASHINGTON (AP) -- -An fired George Allen. We begged( -.unemployed George Allen him to sign."
The Redskin-s and Allen
bade his farewells and said he
an
reached
was headed for the warmer allegedly
agreement last July on a fourclimate for a Vacation.-A
ISISIDE OR OUT - ft doesn't platter where Jackie Jajleat
:asking Jack Pardee blew into yea extbilsion, calling for an
the nation's capital with a annual salary of $250,000, on a' shoots from, she's tough to stop. Here, Mounts fillip
contract he had since 1971.
snowstorm.
from outside in the lady Racers' overtime win against Eastern
However, Allen .never Illinois last Friday. Mounts, a junior, is scoring nearly 20 points
Allen, who lost his job as
head coach and general signed the contract and, per pane and could well be an All•America caadidate next
manager of -the Washington4...Williams said, ,he RecisRins SOON&
Redsleins• • the day before, - waited six months for his
-111111.
Stuff Pfarti4
last
decided
but
Made a final visit to Redskins signature
Park Thursday to say goodbye weekend they had. to look
elsewhere for a coach and
office staff and pack his bags: general manager.
fired. I'm a free agent
now," Allen told newsmen
who had staked out the
training site. -If someone
By TONY WILSON
wants to talk to me, I'll listen
Sports Pvislicity
MSU
but I'm not going to worry.
Most successful basketball teams have a talented center,
"Now I think what I'll do is
one who can dominatehoth backboards and provide Scoring
take a vacation. I. need a
when needed.
vacation. I haven:t taken any
Murray State Women's coach Jean Smith has that player
time off. I think I'll go some
place with my family where,
The Murray State Women's and more in junior Jackie Mounts, a junior from Springfield,
it's warm and- What*'Lean do_.-basketball team', an overtime,. Ohio.
Mountshas been a model of consistency all season, missing
some svrimming and play` winner over Eastern Illinois
some tennis."
last Friday, will travel to double figures in scoring only once and grabbing at least nine
Redskins President Edward Bowling Green to face Ohio Pe bounds in every game.
Bennett Williams, who in- Valley
foe - While some players pad their statistics with big games
Conference
sisted that Allen wasn't fired.
Western Kentucky. The men's against lesser teams. Mounts has played her best against the
best. She led all scorers with 26 points in a loss to powerful
"It would be more accurate game will follow at 7:30.
to say, _he__ quit," said
This-will-be the second . Kentucky and had 29 points and 12 rebounds against
Williams. "I wanted to sign conference game for the nationally-ranked Memphis State.
But Mounts had her first garde November 30 at Vanderbilt.
him. It is a total mischarac- women. They defeated
terization to say the Redskins Eastern Kentucky 60-57 on She had 28 rebounds - more than any other player's points
and rebounds combined - and topped all scorers with 27
December 6.
Murray will make it's third points.
She had three assists, hit on 12 of 21 field goal attempts and
attempt to play. It's last twoagainst Union Universtiy and passed for the layup that defeated the Commodores 80-78 in
Vanderbilt-were . cancelled overtime.
"Her general court movement is the best of any player I've
due to inclimate weather.
ever
coached," says Smith. "Her one weakness,foul trouble
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)who
Mounts,
Center Jackie
Jerry Eaves scored 35 points had 26 points and 18 rebounds (she's fouled out in three contests), is only there because she
to lead Louisville Ballard into against Eastern Illinois, ranks is so aggress ye on the offensive boards."
tonight's quarterfinals of the second in the OVC in both
"She really helps theteam,"'Smith-SW-"because she's
Invitational scoring and rebounding.
accepts criticism, making her easy to work with."
Louisville
Tournament.
Mounts, despite outstanding statistics last season, has imFreshman guard Laura
Ballard, which meets un- Lynn, who had 23 points proved in every category. Her field goal percentage is up
beaten Covington Holmes in against the Panthers, holds a from 48 to 51 percent; her free throw percentage from 48 to 66
the second round of the 14.6 scoring average and leads percent; and her scoring from 17.7 to 19.9.
- cause I
"I'm thankful she's only.a junior," says Smith,"be
tournament, also got 20 points the team in free throw perfrom John Parrott in rolling to centage (36-043.5 per cent). couldn't ask for a better starting point for next year's team."
an 87-80 victori-over Somerset
Thursday night.
Doug Schloemer scored 34
points and John Wirnzie added
24 to lead Holmes to a 99-84
vitkory over Louisville Stuart.
Holmes outscored Stuart 206 in the last 51-2 minutes of the
By JOHN NELSON
Bulls a 79-70 lead. John Drew, has scored'67 points in the last
first half to take a 54-36 lead at
AP Sports Writer
while
games
who led Atlanta with 21 points, two
1. halftime.
Chicago Bulls Coach Ed pulled the Hawks within 7 Philadelphia's other forward,
• In other quarterfinal games
tonight at Freedom Hall, Badger has 'begun a talent__ points early in the fourth peri- George McGinnis, has been
Frankfort battles Owensboro search of sorts. He wants to- od, but they could get -no sidelined with tendinitis in his
left knee.
Apollo, Lexington Henry Clay know if there's a better center closer.
The game was the first
meets Louisville St. Xavier in the National Basketball AsBucks 114, Nuggets 109
and Louisville Waggener sociation than his - Artis Gil- regular-season pro contest in
Marques Johnson scored 27
more.
Louisville since the Kentucky points as Milwaukee snapped
counters Shelby County.
"If anybody in the league is Colonels of the American Denver's 10-game win
Frankfort got 37 points-- to
streak.
Junie Redden to hoid,seff .playing better than Gilmore, I Basketball Association played Bucks forward Alex English
Louisville- Trinity.. 75-72 don't know who he is," Badger there. And
- it marked the scored 4 points in a .9-2 spurt
Thursday night. Meanwhile, said after the 7-foot-2 center return of.Brown, who coached that put the game away.
Apollo shot a torrid 58 percent ..scored 21 points, grabbed 12 the Colonels, and Gilmore,
David Thompson led Denver
and Steve Barker collected 24 rebounds and led the Bulls to a who played for them.
with 34 points.
"I would_ like to commend
----points as the Owensboro squad 105-95 victory Thursday night
"This was a must win for us,
the 2,2-00 people who braVed
humbled Louisville Ahrens 85- over the Atlanta Hawks.
"He's playing better than extreme and difficult weather without a doubt," said Bucks
dictated by Mother Nature," Coach Don Nelson. "We
Henry Clay whipped Louis- Jabbar right now."
Atlanta Coach Hubie Brown :Brown said of the unex-,,. hadn't been playing good,
ville Doss 77-57, and Buddy
-• -:Cox's 28 points led St. Xavier said Gilmore "played a great pectedly small turnout at especially on the road. We had
to a 68-57 victory over .game," not only scoring and Freedom Hall. "They all to win it, period, and we did.'
The Bucks had lost three of
lhuisviU ThotriliS Jefre;rson.- rebounding but "our two should.havebeen given $5 for
four coming into the game.
Shelby County led by only centers went 5 for 20." Brown showing up."
In the only other NBA action
44-41 at halftime bul exploded was talking about starting
Suns 134, Knicks 114
in the second period to center Steve Hawes, who had Thursday night, Cleveland
Paul
Westphal scored 3
conquer Louisville Butler 99- one field goal for 2 points, and downed Philadelphia 117-109, points, 15 in the
fourt
hit
'Who
Rollins,
Tree
rookie
114Denver
beat
Milwaukee
77. Charles Hurt led the
quartet', as Phoenix dealt New
four field goals for 9 points. 109 and Phoenix clobbered
winners with 26 points.
YOrk its fifth less in a row, a
Forward Scott May hit 27 New York 134-114.
Waggener advanced by deto
Pacific Division teams, o
feating Louisville DeSales 74- points for Chicago, 10 in the
its current eight-game roa
117,
109
C,avs
Steers
the
give
to
alone
period
third
_
Elmore Smith, Cleveland's trip.
heavy-handed center, scored
Walter Davis added '25
27 points after sitting out the
to the Phoenix scoring
points
-second period in foul trouble
arui helpell the Cavaliers snap barrage while Bob McAdoo
write
Philadelpia's nine-game win- led the Knicks with 33 points.
ning streak. The Cavs also
snapped a four-game losing • Knicks „center Lorin'
Shelton was ejected earty,
skein.
.
42071
KY
Murray,
7
307
BQX
Julius Erving topped the the second quarter for.
..76ers with.43.4isunts.asslAow • 1:110u1/014 .01.0.41:11grW

Nicklaus Says His
Golf Game's Rusty

.
Jackie
Banner Season'At MSU Tents.?

.

Lady Racers
Will Also
Play At WK" -punch

Apollo Romps To
Easy Win In LIT

Bulls' Coach Thinks Gilmore Top
Center In League, Dr. J. Gets 43

1--"lbu

PARKER FORD,Ince

Ji /AIMEE

The future of this community is filled with rich
promise thanks to the adive involvement of
our Jaycees. Let's support their vital efforts.
WE SALUTE THE JAYCEES
FOR THE FINE JOB THEY DO!

immomaimmr
Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
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Murray State Facing Tough Task
In Contest t Weitern Kentucky
reason with an overtime loss naruuzirizi and hit 46.7 uf thvii o thrir lIppuTlents' 79.9 pointa
By Jur Twig Erwin
at Eastern Kentucky but has field goal attempts. Their and 40.5 rebounds.
MSU Sports Publicity
Forward John Randall, who
Murray State University, 5- since beaten Morehead, East opponents have averaged 80.1
has averaged 9.6 points and 6.6
10 overall and 1-3 in the Ohio Tennessee, and Tennessee points and 43.5 rebounds.
Mike Muff continues to pace. rebounds, will be out of action
Valley Conference, will play Tech.
Leading scorer for Western the Racers in scoring with an the neat couple weeks with an
at
Western
Kentucky
night.
Saturday
The- is guard Darryl Turner with average of 24.0. Jimmy injured finger.
Hilltoppers have an overall- 20.5 points a game. Forward Warren has averaged 12.5,
record of 9-8 and are tiedf:James Johnson has averaged Johnny Thirdkill 9.6, Dona---Murray and Western split
first place in the OVC with a 3- 19.8, center Aaron Brown 14.7, Wilson 7.4, and Robert Kelly two games last season, the
forwared Greg Jackson has 4.9. Muff also leads the team Racers winning in overtime at
1 record.
After beating Morehead last averaged 13.9, and guard:in rebounding with an average Western and the Hilltoppers
Saturday; Murray has lost to Steve Ashby 8.9. Johnson has of 9.0,field goal and free throw winning at Murray.
The Racers will play Middle
Eastern Kentucky 63-60 and averaged 10.1 rebounds, percentages, assists, and
Tennessee, another OVC CO: steals.
Missouri-Kansas City 92-85. Brown 9.0, and Jackson 8.6.
The. - Hilltoppers have
Both games were at Murray.
The Racers have averaged leader, at Murray Monday
21er-1n,El.-14.240:atet.AUCIALL-.69 9 paints and 41 5 rPhounCis night. .
Western...apenek
OVCw.. '
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PCT
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:i1t*

Bonen W1on

14

43-117

Robert Kelly

11

24-60

Danny Jarrett

14

28-61'

.459

So60 JACkson '-

7

12,-34

4353

Tom Leffler

6

3-9.

.333

al enn Jackson

3

2-9

.222

, '8

Lenny Barber

15

David Lowry
Raymond Sims

3-6

7-13

.370

17-27

•168

7.18

0pt4. Totals

_t_88 _ 12.1
144

OA

2

61

8.7

0

103

7.4
4.9

•

_5

39

12

23

0

94

6.7

12
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9

32
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38

25

2.3
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7

20
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3
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2
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'Indiana State Stunne
BiSalukis, Irish Win
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Spark Writer
For a bunch of supposedly
toothless- underdogs, the
Southern .11.1inais Salukis
showed a lot of bite.
"They played the finest
game we've seen this season,
particularly on offense," said
Indiana State Coach Bob King.
It was good enough at least
to erase a 38-point performance by the inimitable
Larry Bird and knock the
fourth-ranked Sycamores out
of the unbeaten ranks with a
79-76 upset Thursday night.
"They showed excellent
shot selection and their usual
great quickness," said King.
"Seventy-8i points usually is
enough to win a game, but we
dftgel dam Ind play

LongJohnsuvails
FISH
& FIXIN S
SALE $1.79

9

Elsewhere, No. 7 Notre
Dame -edged Villanova 70-69;
No. 10 Michigan State turned
back Purdue 60-51; No....11
Syracuse defeated -La Salle
106-96; Indiana outscored Ohio
Slate 77-63; Iona crushed East
Carolina 96-74; West Virginia
beat Duquesne 87-74; Minnesota defeated Illinois 70-66
whipped
Michigan
and
Wisconsin 83-64.
Don Williams sank two free
throws with 11 seconds left as
Notre Dame squeezed by
Villanova. The Fighting Irish
were helped by Villanova's
inconsistency at the foul line,
where the Wildcats missed
seven of 20 shots.
"We are probably the best,
or one of the best foul-shooting
teams in the country, and we
could have won the game on
foul shooting," said Villanova
Coach Rollie Massirnino."But
we didn't."
_ Noted Notre Dame Coach
Digger Phelps: "Villan-ova
came into South Bend skyhigh after beating us last year.
With 11 seconds left, I said,
'Duck,step to the line and sink
two.' He did." Freshman Earvin Johnson
scored 21 'Points, inchiding

geed-erditigh defense.
"We se.erited 'to be--a half-step slow defensively and
we're going to do our best to
straighten that out at Illinois
State Saturday afterfloon."
Indiana State's first loss
after 13 victories became . a
certainty when the - Salukis'•
Milt Huggins converted two
free throws in the last 30
seconds of the Missouri Valley
Conference game.
Trailing 77-70 with . 55
seconds left, the Sycainores
pulled within three points of
the Salukis on field goals by
DeCarsta Webster and Bird.
Huggins was then fouled and
connected on his 17th and 18th
points of the contest.. Wayne._
Abrams was high-far- the
winners with M pojets.

A complete meal that ll fill
you up without emptying
your pockets.

eight straightofree throws in
the fait- three minutes, and
grabbed 12 rebounds to lead
Michigan State past Purdue
"He is the finest freshman
I've seen," said Purdue Coach
Fred Schaus of Johnson. "We
did what we wanted to do by
not getting- ale a running
game with them, but we didn't
shoot well enough and we're
not going to win games
shooting only 33 percent."
Eddie Moss and kerirr
James came off the bench to
score eight points and lead
Syracuse over La Salle; Ray
Tolbert's career-high 24 points
led Indiana's victory over Big
Ten colleague Ohio State;
Iona defeated East Carolina
as Jeff Ruland scored 23 and
stopped
West
Virginia
Duquesne as Lowes Moore
poured-in 37 points. -TENNIS
TOKYO - Defending talist
Australia took a 2-0 lead over
Japan in the Davis Cup
Eastern Zone semifinals as
Geoff Masters outclassed Jim
Kuki 6-1,6-3,6-2 and Phil Dent
beat Kenichi Hira46-2, 10-8,60.

Pardee Resigns Post As
Chicago Football Coach

Standing On
The Firing Line
By Me B r ;Jur!
Spurts Editor
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Richards Picked Fine Time For Announcement
regardless. But with Richards walking on the floor for the
first time since his announcement, gosh, the chances are
about like those of Billy Carter joining up with LartiFlynt
and starting a two-man cross country revival.
If Murray State does lose, it will mean a 14mad and of
course, it certainly won't give the Racers any moixtentum
for Monday's home game with Middle Tennessee, which is
certainly nene-131ented than the Missouri-Kansas eltyteam whith inhere92-85. Wednesday night.
Perhaps the only hope for Murray State, besides shooting
60 per cent and ottrebounding Western by 20, would be to
hope for a blizzard and perhaps, play before only a handful
of people in Bowling Green Saturday.
Unfortunately, it appears the snow isn't going to come until Sunday and that of course will be too late for the Racers.
Western is a legitimate league contender. Though their
record is not going to win them any votes for the top 20, they
have played well this season and would be playing much,
much better if James Johnson were completely healthy.
But...
If, suppose, just if, Murray could by some means, pull off
the upset. That would put us 2-3 in the league and give the
club a tremendous boost for Monday's game with Middle.
Forget Austin Peay. Murray may never win again in
Clarksville.
But, if we could get the one in Bowling Green then win
here Monday,3-4 wouldn't be that bad. We'd certainly have
to win allotuur remaining. one lames, which if .7,000
people turned out and roared Tor 40 minutes, Citifd-le
possible, even though the Racers are 4-4 at home.If all those things should take place,the Racers could end
up 7-7 and if they were to win at Morehead, could be 8-6
which would probably win a berth in the final four.
Murray State can make it or break it Saturday. The OVc
By FRED ROTHENBERG year I was a little more excited. This year I fought it. I
picks are 50-17.-for the season. The high school predictions
AP Sports Writer
may never pick up wain unless we get blessed with some
NEW YORK'(AP) - The used reverse ISsychology. I
'newest member uf-baseball's just didn't want to ge my -warm weather soon.
Heri are the picks for Saturday:#
Ilan of Fame thinks some of hopes up again. Last year was
Murray at WESTERN by,14---Iewould be nice inpuBit 'ttherriederri playefselong in Very disappointing, but this
was well worth waiting for."
off, but writers_don't pull miracles, players do. And we
the Hall of.ShamP
4
"
probably won't be able to do it.
The one thing I'm proudest Last year, Mathews, 46,
Unless the Racers improve their baseline and inside
of is that-every day I played, I finished second in the BBWAA
defense, Aaron Bryant and Johnson will combine for 60
gave . the best.! had," said balloting, trailing Ernie
points. If the Racers can stop Western inside, then it could
Eddie Mathews, the latest Banks, the only player
1977.
in
writers
the
by
selected
elose.
be
-V
fraternity
the
in
pledge
Morehead at EAST TENNESSEE-Morehead is goinglo
stars-at Cooperstown, N.Y.-i-=!-`I Lanka, the buoyant Mr. Cub
win one soon, an indoor track meet that is. The Bucs by 23.
don't think the players today who is tied with Mathews in
'the ninth spot on the all-time
Eastern Kentucky at TENNESSEE TECII - Talentdo that.
wise, Tech has it. Confidence-wise,they have it. Homecourt
'And I don't thinithey'reas homer list, called Mathews
advantage,they have it. Tech by five.
happy as we were. I feel sorry lastyear to help cheer him up.
Mathews said he apAustin Peay at MIDDLE TENNESSEE -Common sense,
for them. Every day you read
he
gesture•but
the
P'reciated
tell you to things: first of all, Middle won at The
vicAd
about how they don't like .the
Peay last March in the OVC Tournament and thin, lbs
way the uniform- fits or their.'wasn't going to make any calls
Peay is out for revenge. SecOndly, The Peay is better than
locker is too close to the to this year's also-rans, Enos
Tech and of course, Tech won 65-60 at Middle. However,
shower. For the money they Slaughter finished Second with
throw away your common sense because the Milldle.Ten- _
make, 1 don't. think_ thn 201-'tea, just 24 short of the
nessee fans will throw away all of their cotrunon senile if production OP attitude :j nee-essary total. Duke Snider
had 254, the late Gil Hodges
they ever had any. Middle by 11.
there."
Predictions for Monday's games will appear Monday.
Mathews, the slugging third had 226 and Dan , Drysdale.
baseman of the Boston, picked up 219 vteii. No other
And now,for high school.-The prediction is: Murray High
Milwaukee and AtIalita player reached the 200-vote and Calloway County will play to a tie. in abockey game to
total.
Braves in the 1950s and 60s,
be played at Murphy's pond Sunday afternoon.
made the Hall of Fame
because of his skill with the
stick-blasting 512 home runs
in a 17-year career. His three
years as manager with
Atlanta were much less
distinguished and they have
obviously left a sour taste in
his mouth.
"I have no desire to manage
or -coach again," said
Mathews, now a scout with the
Brewers.
Milwaukee
"Basically, it's beeause of the
attitude of the players.
They're making good money,
but they can't run to first base.
You ask them `Why?'and they
say 'I can't get my head
together You ask them to
take extra batting practice,
and they say they have to take
the wife to the grocery store."
Mathews said his top salary
was $67,500, which be made
"fairly steady most of my
career. I considered it a darn
good salary."
The Basebell--Wtiters
Association of America felt he
had better than a darn good
career, voting him into the
historic shrine in his fifth year
of eligibility. He received 301
votes out of the 379 cast, a
you, our snow•bound patroes, be
comfortable margin over the
285 (75 percent) required to
boncit
Al
i
gain entry into the Hall.
"This is- the most exciting
day of my life," said the
The names may have changed, but the service is still the
lifetime .271 batter and the
fifth third baseman to gain
best in town. Nothing can stop Mrs. Bea and
Immortality. "I think last
You picked a fine to leave Jim.
The resignation of Jim Richards as basketball coach at
Western Kentucky University comes as no surprise, even
though the HiLltoppers are 3-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference,
However, the timing couldn't have been any better. If
you're a Murray State fan, the .thning couldn't have been
any wane.
The usual result of a coach announcing his resWiation is
simple: the team goes out and plays three clouds above
their head, naturally sending the crowd into frenzy and of
course, making the team play even better.
Maybe it's appropriate. When rumors were flying around that Bill Furgerson
would resign al football coach at Murray State University,
guess where the last Racer game was; The -answer: at
Western,of course.
The bad thing for Murray is that the Racers don't need to
have the Hilltoppers playing any better. Quite simply this
is a must game for MurraY State Saturday.
It took a miracle for Murray State to win in Bowling
Green last year. Could we ever forget that one? Two over- times, a pre-conceived tipin on a jump ball and finally, an
89-87 win.
Western will be favored over Murray State Saturday,

Matthews Voted Into
Baseball Hall Of Fame,

FREE

The Clinic Pharmacy

general
CHICAGO (AP2 - The
Jim
Finks,
Chicago Bears found them- manager and vice president of
selves without a football coach the Bears, was 06 hit way to
today _ after Jack Pardee Tampa, Fla., for the National
resigned and headed for., Football League meetings and
greener pastures.
unavailable for commentPardee.' who had been
Pardee, reached a( O'Hare
biding his time in signing a International Ali-port 'before
new contract, asked per- leaving for Washington, said,
missioc to talk to the "I
enjoyed, living at
Washington Redskins and Washington more than I did
shortly after that theBears any otherplace."
the
issued a release -saying
Named Manager
Pardee is a 15-year veteran
Pardee had resigned. from bringing your prescriptions directly to your door,
Pardee, who had been at the of the National Football
quickly and efficiently and, at no extra charge to you. ApCINCINNATI (AP).- The
Bears' helm for the last.three League, having played at LI_
parently we are all unable to fight the snows forever, so join
years and had been reluctant Angeles and Wastinetor- Cincinnati Reds have named
the many others who have turned themselves over to us
tq sign again, said Thursday, under Allen. Recently he said Mike Compton as manager of
,"I nearly fell out of bed when I he was displeased with their Tampa farm club in the'
and the
heard the news Wednesday facilities atc the Bears' Class A Florida State League.
training camp and their home
Compton, a 34-year-old
night."
The news was that George grounds at Soldier Field.
former Catcher, fs been a
DON'T FORGET ABOUT OUR 15•4
Pardee was hired by Finks manager in the Philadelphia
Allen had been fired as coach
finished
the
for
MEDICARE DISCOUNT PROGRAM
1975
ALL-INCLUSIVE
in
and
the Bears
Phillies' organization
of the Redskins.
Pardee left for Washington the season at 4-10. They were past three seasons.
to talk to the Redskins, and the 7-7 in 1976 and 9-5 this season, Officials of the National
Phone your,,prescriptions in ahead and they will be really
Bears were in line searching when they earned a berth in League baseball club also
when you arrive at our counter or our Drive-in Window!
for a new head coach. When the playoffs only to lose to the announced Thursday that Jim
Hoff, who managed at Tampa,
asked whether he had been Dallas Cowboys.
previous _will be the manager of the
Pardee's
fired or quit, Pardee said:
"Well, no, I'm lust talking to ctedentials included coaching Billings, Mont., roditie team in
Washington. Nothing has the FloridiaBlazers to a 14-7 the pioneef • League. Greg
changed." Told the Bears had record in the World Football Riddoch, 'win; managed it
5th and Walnut Streets Telephone 753-8302
said Pardee had,resigned, he League although the , &hi Billings, switches 'to the
• replied, "We'll, whaver They failed to meet the payroll in %Ilene, Ore:, team in the
• - -.Ake final weeksettheuesaserte--4aa,isSleiftWore•Winsiew••=4 v-v-011111.W11
„
.
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ifSERVICE!

YELLOW SNOWMOBILE

•A Slew of Slaw
•A Frugal Full of Fryes
•Our Hushpuppies
•2 of our Famous Fish Fillets
•A 16 oz. Soft Drink

..GLongjohnSilverx
SVAFOOD SHOPPES

711 South 12th Street

YELLOW SNOWMOBILE!
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White's Camper Sales

SCOM GROVE
11:00a.m.
Worship Service
6i3Oirm
Evening Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
41,m.,
Evening Worship
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,

1'1 0 & Church Supplies
Retereste IL 115pkati01101 1100kS -

w.st..i„i 04., prwapw,i

Bel-Air Canto

& A

753-7222 '

Open 9-9
Mon.-Scit.

A

A

Aerate' .
-

FIRST BAPTIST
MorruWorship
ng
Evening Worship

753-8777

_____Idoasioollhaiblp ,. .
Evening Worship '

BOyd's Auto Repair
Gerral terd-Owner
-CampIaMi Ralloasatic Transmission Service
-Smog Imil A5panient
-Camplete Tsme-ip t Rase Service -

t

WI S. 719

OUZEL
Morning Worship
,Evenuig Worship

. lierfil 12th Street
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-

Haws,

Attend Church
Regularly

BURGER
QUEEN

Fri. 6 Sat.

treater/ Served

4 a. ei. • Midnight
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Your Urn-Royal Tire Dealer
11/2 Block E. of S. 12th
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753-4832
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'
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`
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•
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10 Om 11111tl
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11:00a.m,
Morning Worship - ,, Evening Worship 5:30 p.m.8r6:00 p.m .
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Sunday School
-„, I1130a.m.
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,
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•

,

Methodist

Nazarene
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Presbyterian --_.--.-_.

•

12011-Chestauta- -

*

Church of Christ

LONE OAK PRIMMVE - -2:00-p.m.
1st Sunday
..
WEW PROVIDENCE 10:30a.m.
3rd Sunday
. - • Morning Worthip ' MURRAY °meat
..thilea-m- -RAPTIS-NLEO
isAissits.1,-.,: *wing Worship
.,
-9146.a.nt.
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7
4
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t
Z
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Worship
6:00R,sn.- Morning
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6:00 p.m.
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.
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7:00 p.m.
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GREEN PUIN
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•Morning Services
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
10 a.m.
-• 6:00p.m.
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•Evening Services
11:00a.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
. .W
ed.iipsrshi
wffshiP
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Ser"
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. • SundaySahool
6P.m.
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Morning Worsh
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Wednesday Evening
morningwv!.00USLGIt0_17
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_Even_

10 AO

PALESTINE UNITED
Worship Service 11 am , 1st Sunday.
10:M a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
10:00a.m.,2nd & 4th

Joe Todd's Motor Sales

MARTIWS CHAPEL UNITED
11 DO a rn
Worship Service
1000 a m
.
Sunday School

Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
. -

.Worstu

Joe Todd and tarry Hale
753-2814

507 So. 12th

Auto Repair
Motor Sales, Inc.
Muffler
MufflerYour
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Superior
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Gallimore s Restaurant
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Mausoleum Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
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Let us Entertain You
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Shopping Center
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753-7206

Unfinished Furniture

Christian

Murray Memorial Gardens
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Saks & Senrice - Parts
Buy-Trade-Sell Used Appliances
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Murray Cahlevision

MT'
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Morris Refrigeration

,,

KentUckii Trill Ckiekix
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'-Bet-Air Shopping Center
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,,.
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Closed Sada
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.
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•
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-...- HOUSE BOAT RENTALS--
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Kenlake Marina
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Eastside Small
Engine Repair
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Sunday School
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Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
Worship Service
11:00am
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Evening Worship
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Sunday School
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B1100113 CHAPEL OWED
second Wednesday Op m.•.,
'
. . 9- 30 a.m.
1st 813rd Sunday
EOPLEB.A.NIc
4.../.__I. •s•
JEHOVAH'S Wit
Even4
7:00 pin:
B.M.
'
Watchtower
iT.
11.00a.m.
2nd & Wi Sunday
(--- - )
9
Bible Lecture
No Evening Worship
41047,701,64
6
By
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
Worship Services 11:00 a.m.,7:00p.m.
Chestnut St.
So. 12th E Story
3rd SunSiTh
500 Main
day EL UNITED 11:00 a.m
2nd & 4th Sunday
753-1215
. 753-6655
753-3231
"Mill IPISC°IPAL9i45a.m. tio.ur
Worship Si
6.00pm
Evening
- •11190 am.Church School .
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
nool NUL - LUTHERAN
l‘liA
se
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Central
9:15am.
Sunday
Morning Worship
•
10 45 a in10:30 a.m.
Morning worship
Evening
7 00 p m.
Sh•11101
753-7175
DAY ADVENTIST
'
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
.
,
._ ---------------SEVENTH
.
.m
a
30
10:
Sat.
•
chool
CenterahS
10- 00a m
Stmday School
Sat. 9:15 a.m.
Worship Service
Morning Worship
II -00a.m
Murnay's Most Complete DepertmeatStore

1

:--

,

'‘:

'

- -7,-Grfts-Por-AfFEkeesiens
7

.

-

a

1I1Waass,
7:00pm.

-

SUGAR CRIER
Morning Worship
.
Evening Worship

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut; Muniri

...

.44

_.._

.
UifinilhO
----Furniture

11:00 am.
7.30 p.m._

RAI GROVE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
•
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
'

t- -•'"

„. .

earrIST

MermingWorslup
Evening Worship

8th S. Chestnut

,.,..,

'
.rittifieitist ..,-- *r.- 11:008.m.
Morning Worship
--11:113pirt.--Evening-Worship

Phew* 753-14S9

1105 Pelee

•

MEMORIAL 'BAPTIST.
. 10- 50 a.m.
Morning Worship
.
Evening Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:0Qp.m.
Evening worship

Carroll Tire Service

Economy

'
8 Selections.

Open 7 Days ---'''.- 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.

thriat ...ought to Rive ale WOO dust Mao WWII be
righteous. through, ilia osoiiard oppearrasmeal inirlit
.
He esuplushaod Miat die Chris*. mum lie pore ht.
seardly,So ki. heart. Yea-Mid los. Mum Arms.
Cleimitus would Dot lie without Mos. All 4,1liat i
, so dust we ...pice to put*. In tie proommt
will kilo. Goil asurr fully. ll '

' Aiii.

......11.1111mmt......700p.m.

Evening

6 a.m.•IC BO csa.

..

i

CREME BAPTIST
11:Oitilm.
Morning Worship
7.30 p.in.
Worship'

7S3-71111 4

B'gone
of ouoiity,

.___re.

(Matthew &Al

POPUR SPRINGS
11:00am.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.nr.
Evening Worship
GRAa SAPTIST
9.45cm.
Sunday School
10:45 CM.
Morning worship
&Steeds).- _
Singing,.Evring Wars. _.",.r
WOOD RIVER - - - 11:00a.m.
!Morning Worship
-. -11117-0.W.Evening Worship

7S3-1751

•
- •
Rotator & Aide Glass Service

.

..

‘

:45
10a.M:
7-00 p.m.

itHsioi

-e eir-mi
1MTr
-

"Tie Sends* These All-terge et Sneer
Wel*
me•
L Mil bodoserlel Mt -

Blessed are the pure in heart for
they shall see God.

WM FORK
11 .00a m.
Morning Worship
&CU p.m.
Sunda),EVerUng
7.00pm.,
Wednesday Evening
MIRING SPRING
11700cm.
Morning Worship
2.004.=
gvaniag Warahip.----

I -6-Sun.

-free-Perking *
---S1144 tOP Thll .

Year C.emplete Tire Service Coster

•,

Baptist.

Hwy. DLEast I 4 mi.aSt 10f Murray 753-0605

Keel Purchase fire

.

-

IN YOUM RITURE

-,

VOW' Authwited STARCRAFTier Dealer

Corner of Square

-AN INVESTMENT

-

We!tater To Parties .
Hazel, Ky.

492-9786:

•
--

God Is Love

Supporting

l'OSES

..

.,

Stokes Tractor IL
Implement Co.

'

Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.

American
Motors

r

Al Conditioning ilantiog-Comaiessal Rafripmeham
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181
.
802 Chestnut

-.,
•

_

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR,FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

401 Olive - 753-5312

Serving Greve;, Calloway. Marsha, Girlish Counties in Ky. wed
Henry Co., TOM.

COMPLIMENTS

:

coeSeicosiget'

II I

Paschall•Truck Lines
Rt. 4
-

_-...pm

-...

753-1717

..

,
rillyi1111.,
, ", AO"
IM.;.4,....16

.

SIGNS
759-1661

.' *

753- 7924

641 Super Shell
Pickup & Delivery

Free

753-4351 or 247-4350
•

753-3540

Serving Farm Families Since 1 936
Industrial Rd.

Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager

•

-

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

Phomq53-1713

403 Maple

753-3000

Fast Main Street

Murray Electric System

Tiny Tot
Day Care

Mayfield Hwy.(121)

Building Blocks 11 Ready Mix Concrete

West Ky. Rural Telephone

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Infants To 5 Years
Kentuckr Licensed
.1jEltai..-/Jean. _. .,.....,
71,6101
407 PI 12th

Cain-AMC
Jeep

The Lawn & Garden Center
Murray

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Hornet Matador Grontliri. leap Pore. Wagon
Top Quality Used Cars
$06 Coldwater Rd
Phone 753-4444

-Go To Church Sunday"'

.

Storey's
Food Giant

West Kentucky Rural ...__-__
Electric
... .
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 753-1319
. Industrial Road

4

Agri-Produds

Firms

..

Opei 630 a .rm - Close 11 ,00 p.m
Sonday Open 8:00 am. , Close I 0,00 p ou
Sath 12th - Pima..,,
753-9131

fittEPLACE
SHOPPE
algtnPic-Plaza.Aturrar..K.Y. 753,4156.

s

-.10001.01,tralmimomoonorafttrz•E2-1,4..ftr-..•••••••gasemi•9•16••••.
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Schedules For The Week Of lam 21 - Jan. 27

••

WNGE-7
•.U1/ ANTI' 1114011114
7:00-Samar Frioads
1:00- LatfOlympics
1000-11reft's
11:00- Wookoad Special
11:XI-Bassiirtessd
12:30-World of Sports
2411-Sorkin Tear
3:30-Woad of Spirts
5:00-Pro Am Golf
4110-Begs Besury
Rep711*-Oat's
rising
. 7:31-Irparatios Petticoat
ittla- Loy* ised
I 0:00-Nearmiteth
10:30-ipsdieTTIPP9
11:30
12:30- PTL ChM
2:30-Ilemswetdi

WSIL-3

WSM-4

700.- Soporfrlaptis
755-Sciaollsom rock
$:00- Spray Deo
9:S5-Schoolboys' Reck
10:0e- Brants Samarslow
10:55-Sciowohmasa le
11:00- AIK Short Story
11:30- Amor.
MaMGM
12:30-The Way It Illtas
1:01- Tin
740-Pro loathers
3:31-World of Sports
Omby IMO

7:110-11liah EloPpoisj
0:00-1.,. led
10:00- Mars
:0:15- Nom
10:30 -- Rock Cowart

eIS el it(A
6:53-farm Dipst
7:1111-C.11. hers
0:01-Spec. Sestinas
I:30- Soporsitck
9:10- Lidapioora
0:31-I
us
the
Greatest
10:00- natior
1 0:30-Search Dram
11:00-laggy Pails A
Nitvits
II :30-Rod
•
12:00-Not Ray
42.31i-Mmit
1:3111-Csr 14
2:1111-Pop Cm*,
2:30- Ways, Nibs
HOBoa- tacky & Illissisappi
SAO-Porter Wagovase
5t30- Naphville Meek
6:0-Scom at 6
Awards Carimormy'
11:141-1111smie
111:10-Scoem at 11
1111:30-561.
illoole

WTVF-5
IL-11211

7:00-StateMnis
COO-Dap Imlay
41:3111- latmem/Tarum
10:30- Spice Aca.
11:10- Isis
11:30-fed
12:00-Spotlight
Oa
Schools
12:30-f..City 5
1:00-*ars Cos. Mossla idecstios
IN-Cum Amy
2:311-Illflealm
3:1M-Pas5_Mosso
4:01-11edies
5:1111-41114ialln11,05:30- Nous
646-floalbw
7411-Ide lishort
7:30-Aid.Pima
1:1111- Jefferson
LS-Tom limed
9411-RoMds
111:06-11sais
11:311-111.1.Rookidbal
12:10-11ms

KFVS-12

WPSD-6

6:00-Black Timms
6:30-ISis Baptist
7:00- Nouse of Nor.
7:30-Amaz1*g Grace
1:4111-Uttle Rasa&
5:30-This.Show
9:30- Rex Nuotiond
10:30-10esdaAstIm__
11:30-Oollal his

111111.
.
1W
rls-.41ey oillmosep
11:06-Jams Isihsa
0:00-Geigal00e1111:011-440
011.0
, DOM

,,•••••••••••, 2

12:03-lasom II Am.
1:30-0Missos
1:0111-Soporsters
MS-Sports Mapaisso
2:30-Uorroacs Wo6
3:30-Wild Itisgam
440-Pro As Golf
6:00- liar* lays
7:00-Six Males S Mao
"Man
11:00- Movie:
With The Golden
liso"
Ible-Noinctodi _
so
mar Nesioan
•
mod
'11:30-Sad of tbs Oty
12:110-1M IN Noir

11 :110-Maass & Asa.
12:011-70,ChiTA
4t00-Wag Ovibp1101
M11-70ChiTeL 111411-Naws
1616-11190•11TW.

WM-5

- 440-isarim Som.
t. 6:30- Carl Tiptoe
211111-90Mis
7:00-Gospel Nom
540-immy Saws*
5:30--i...: Illobans
141=11ssier
11111D-Noakvilla Gospel 940- Oral Marts
•9010-Hal Oirreserr 930- Tao Rivorollsar
*30-It Is Vhittait
_Ithat-Alunlist busk 11:06- Tarr Chards
11:30- TIM
12:311-ampios nom
12:45-NBA IsakMall
111011-11biagton.
11411-Mast We Paws 3:00-Poe CM Growl
120-.1.111114011. '• Ilso Of Toads .
5:00-Isms
14111-11gawiellasa
MI-Mrs
1:30-With: TIM
3:00- Daskottsalk,IICES 6018-60 misehu
TA-boas
mad Notre Demo
730-Di Our Om
5:01- Wedgy Scar
5:30-News
am-*a la 11* fanny
11:011-Dismsy
IIHM-Comil Dorsett
TAD-Dis
1114D-Ilsors
14:11‘-SamlogImos10:30-Socso101y.
1001101110- 11:30-hosIMMO*
111110-111
,
'12:00-News
niT• NW'

6:00-Good More. Am,
7:30-Ion Show
0:30-0room Acres
9:00- Manialwatch
10:00- Nappy Dayd.:2"
10:30-Family Nod
11:00- Battier Sox
11:30-Ryan's Hope
12:00-Al My Chaim
1:00-S20,000 Pyramid
1:30-0m We
2:15-Goassal 11•60181
3:110-Idago of MOW
3:30-frally Omit
4:00-lloosna
5:00-holy Affair
5:30-ABC News
6:00- Newswetch

WSIL-3

WSM-4

5:53- Morning Div.
1:00- Good
Morning
6:00-Ralph Emmy
: As.
7:00- Today
GAO-700 Club
7:25-Scone Today
.10:30- Fondy Feud
7:30-Today
T1:00-Better Se:
.1:25-Scam Today
11:30- Ryan Hopei _
8;30- Today
12:00- All My Chlarsa
%CO-Dosualmoo
1:00-S20,000 Pyramid
1E00- Wheal of hr.
1:30-One lit,
tam
2.115-General Nospillik: 10:30-Kriodmit
3:00-(dge of light
11:00-Say least
3:30- M-Th
MGM
11:30-Neon Show
Theatre
12:30-Our Lives
3:30-F-The Archie'
1:30-Doctors
4:00- F-Wolly s Weenie
2:00- Amtlaor World
op
3:00-For Richim
4:30 -F•Soul Tram
3:30-Mickey Moose
4:00- Boover
4;30- My Thum Sons
5:00- firswitdsed
5:30-NBC News
le 20-Scan* at 6

WTYF-5

7:00-Skatebinhi
5:00-lug. 11/1•7
9:30- Site..
10:30-Smarm Aux
11:00-Isis
11:30-fit Abort
12t00- lir. Illapoo
12: -Cialdna's HIM
1:00-Public Farm
2:10-Pilk Form
2:311-Ploomis Opal
3:311- CIS Spirts Spot
5:00-lbws
3:30-hue
3:11-Cali,. Doskot• 6:00-Nos Now
MO-Sub tarabort
7:31-Eadi Otbor
SAM- Joffordios
111110111011:30Ilmdall
S411=-Mitis
0:00-Super Milim us
6*-11sos Ma 6
Hoe Sinn Ion
6:30-Acarat
10:30- News
7:00- Moak Nome
11 -elsamono
l:0012411"Maas,Tall"
12:30-1
1V1
10:00-16ms
1 40-Win This Mee
10:30-Gad.. Ago
1:15-News
"Golden lay"
MOO-Simi Leaks
11:311-Same With
9:4111-lidapnoosa
9:31-1b. Mutest
10eIM-lbmidor
iirm-Ssurcit A Rm.
11:SS-tq,yPm*
11138-lisd Mal Gang
IMOD-Forve Report
12:311-foscopmt
bOO-Cu.,. Dookot•
• WI
Mar yisad
vs.
N.

_ - WPSD-6

KFVS-12

HMS*
Ono"
7:00- Meows
6:30-Naas
7:30- Gospel Shighes
7:40- Atbiospo
$:30-Poiek Am* 7:15-Ostia'
so
7:31- Nimbi of Try*
9:15-Namilltas
LIM- Ghost lusters
9:30-Gospsi Mow
WS- Mocks
SG-Ossmsditros
9:10-1st Mo.
10:30- Deraldti Trek
10:110-Camara Um
1:116- Assaf
1630-Foos On ISOM
11:30-AMMIM Prom
thee-Tli•
12:00-11y. Afield
111111-Laap Ww•
12:311-11amio Loa &
•f
-1111010-0mdlowg•
KevTer
llorlaxos
14111-11yotioic Dam
12,45- NSA Ilsoluaboll
1:MI-Sports World
Oskar vs Mlosokm
3:00-C•lea• Disk.
341-Grind Na. Tow
MI OCLA vs. Not*
Dam
5:00-11•we
5:00-News
5:311-Noss
5:30- ham
6:69-Sixty Alliputes
6:00- Wait Dimly
740-bed.
7:00-10 ThZhi51
720-0a 011r Dill
Cesar! Mode
21107Al la tia fon*
161.-lbes
11400-Alico
10:36-4“li
1411-Carsi Imam
AMON*"

6:41*-

WPSD-6

5:15 -Country Journal
6:15-Weather
5:30-Carl Tipton
6: -Arthur Smith
6:00-News
6:54-Pastor Speaks
7:00-Taos,
7:00- Singing Cony.
1:00-Said cod
7:30- Mornings 605
1:30-Romper Room
0:00-Capt. 001,0.013
,
-,
II:SS-Calendar
1:00-Tattleteles
10:00-Wheal/ Fortune
.9:30-Price is Right 10130- ilmeckoot
10:30-Love of Life:00-Swy
team
11:00-The Restless
11:31-Goog Slow
1111:311-Salsrch for Tom. ,,I..t110- Munn
WOO-Our lives
12:10-Tel the Truth
12:30-The World Turns 1:31-Doctors
2:00-An, World
1:30-Guiding light
3:00-For licher
2:30- All in the Family
3:30- Galloon
3:00- Munster,
4:00-Partridge Fem.
3:30-Gilligan
4:30-Brody /lunch
4:00- Gower Pyle
5:00-News
4:30-Doris Day
5":30- News
6:00-News
5:00-Mary Moore
5:30-News
6:00- News

KFYS-12
6:00-Sanrise
6:30-In:airiest Show
7-00-News
5:00-Capt. Kangaroo
9:00-Tottietsdas
9:30-Price is Right
10:30 -love of Life
15:55 -News
Nems
- T ivongiltestloss
11•110-S•ardi For Tom.
12:10- we Picture
12:05-Us,,
12:30-World Tons
1:30-Guiding Light
2:30- In the Family
3:00-Match Game '77
3:30- HiSiflies
4:00- little Nasals
4:30-Andy Griffith
3:00-Tel the Truth
5:30-News
6:00-News

TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WSIL-3

WIGE-2

6:30-Many Ralik*
lati-Meas
7:00-&Ma Phoesmo6:30-16ms
7:01-1k.
Roots
Pro
LW-MOM
Plomossom
II:00-Pro AFC/WC Pro
10:45-Nommitoi
Mai
11:15-Palkelftry
10:45- Naas
12:15-Mt orb
11;15-Poice Story
2:15- Newomatch
11015-Hia
12:15-Naas

WSM-4
limo
7:01"Nernst
11:00Nom"
11111111-Scom at 10
10:30-Tonight Show
12:00-Tomorrow Show

WTVF-5
10 -0sistsofts
110111-tagm's Raw
041-SIC losimitall
(Florida vs. Mississip10:00- News
1i:30Immo
11:011- TVA
12411-flows
12a-Alississ IL
"MD Mas"

- V/PSM-6
5;311..-Pwilatis
7:00- Uttio
1:00- Mosinj
Mavis "TIN Dark
Secret of Mormat
IS..." Pt, 1
16:30- Toripkt Shoo
12:00- Marrow Ma

KFVS-12
6:36-Maps* gloa
71110-7so'ro • pod
Sport Om% Dram
7:30- Nikki Tlkki Tirol
COO-Defection
of
Sims talvis
10:00-Mos
10:30-Movie Cass of
the Daltimers Girls
1 2:30-News

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2

WSIL-3

6:30-Trion or Leas.
7:00- Nappy Days
7:30-Laverne S. WA"
1:00- Herm', Commy
I:A-Soap
10:00-Newniatek
10:30-ABC
Movie:
"Tw• Moles for Sister.
Sara"
12:00-PTI Oak
EU-Mennwatek

5:30-Cactes
6115-Nom
6:30-Movrs
740-Sappy Days
7:31-LIVIIII88.flaky
$90-Thee.'. Comany
I:36-Maly
9:30-Ssap
111:011-16ms
10:311-Tw. Movie
12:00-News

WSM-4
Evert:
7:01-1114
"Nernst Dom, Om
desisa"
10:00-Scene at 10
10:30--halgit Skoa
12:00- Tomorrow Show

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

4:31-Cnesetts
7:00-06 Reports W116
NI Moyers
11:110-M'A•S*111
11:30-Kraft 75* Air
adversary Skaa
30:00-News
10:30-The Minim
11:30-Vilosied Dead or
••GsveswiT
Alva
Gm"

6:30-51 21,000 Own*
ea
1:00-With "TM DM
Socret of Narrest
llooso" •••• 2
10:00-New,
10:30-Tonight
12:00- Tomorrow

KFYS-12
6:30- Nam That Tom
7:00-Spacial
1:00-Al*A'S'N
1:30-kid? 7516
new
7•41=4Invo
10:31111-Movio UcOsid
- Return to the
Atom/Itadsk • Om far
the alergwe
12:30-News

TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WSIL-3

WSM-4

5:3111-Cactos Pete
6:T5-Nowt
6:30-News
7:00-Ill 56.0 Amok:
1:00940-Star*& Notch
10:01- Noss
111:30-Polso Iftary
11111F-11Ma

7:00-Grizzly Adam
SAM-Special: Pee.%
Thom
10:80-Seams GM
10:3012: -Maim Km

WNGE-2
6:30-Ms.
Tosso
TAO-WO is boss*
0:011-Charlie's Asir&
9:1111-Starsky a Hatch
10:00-Ifiramotch
10:30-Poles Story
r 1 411-PTI. Club
141-11evriviidi

WTYF-5
7s0D-thasd
9:10-Moth
"Trak
tolaars"
16:06-Moss
10:30-lb.Imides
11:31-Ham/ Mad or
Alva "Cram Roads"

WPSD-6
6:30- Nashville Me.
7:00- Grizzly Adams .
I:00-hoping Tina
9:00-Pasco Maim .
10:00-News
•
10-30- Tonight
12:00- Tomorrow

KF11S-12
6:311-76 Prim is Right
7:1111-Good Mos
7:211-5yumk
11111111-Movio - Train
10:00-12 Reports
10:30--Novie Hawaii
Fisse/lolok
12:30-N.,,

.111

•

•

WSIL-3

6:30- Anthills Gm
190-bit.,
7:30-Fish
140-Barmy Mast
1:30- Carter Csaittry
94111-Raild Fon
1040-111mmiratch
10:30-Smorsky & Mach
12:311-PTL Olds

5:36-Castas
6:15-111ms
11:10-NoWs
7:N-Uttar
7:30-fish
111,00-Darsoy MOM
0:30-Cater Co.
9:00-Rod Fon
10:110-16ms

WSM-4
7:011-Chips
S:00- Jamm at 15
9:00-Chess of '65
10:011-Scame at 10
10:30- Timight new
1 2:10- Tomorrow Show

WTYF-5
6:30- Crossville
7:00- The Weitea's
COO-lartlaby learn
.00-- Naas
-Newss
-Gaisseeeko
:30- Wanted Dead or
'Alive
"Dead

AVPSII-6
6:3111-fAarty WNW=
7:00-Chips
IMO-Jam at 15
0:00-0.5.of'65
10:00-Here
10:31-TWOS
12:110-Tomarroa

KFV8-12
5:30-Nom
6:00-News
6:30-World of Anionals
7:00-19Moos
1:00- liarosey Jones
1040-News
10110- Movie
Home
.0 1,000 Dolls
1 2:30- News

TV GUIDE FOR,FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Moppots
7:00- Doom a Mario
/Aerie
1:00- ABC
'llonsevile Depths10:00-Nowowatch
70:30- Baratta
11:30-544 Trak
1240-PT.OA
21,11-Jfewsmalsk_

WSIL-3
5:35-Cactus Pete
6:15-News
6:30- News
7:00- Downy & Marie
8:00- Movie lerwietiie
Depths
10:00- News
11:n-DIM%
1 1:37 -Movie

4

WSM-4
1:00-P' Sharkey
7:30-Chico
1:00-Rockford flies
9:01-awiecy
HIM-Mee it 10
10:11- Tim.* Sim
12:111- Midnight Sped-

WTYF-5

4•INE111
4111M•nr MEM

a.

,
ELO MAKES IT mg

cellos and the violins- in our
performance-its a good eye
It just came out of the clear catcher,"Lyrine continued.
blue sky to form this special
ELO has come a long way
rock group with violins, etc. having several top hits singles
along with your basic and now they have released
guitars," said Jeff Lynne,lead late last year a double ablum
singer_ of. Electric. Light set called "Out Of -The Blue,
Orchestra in an interview in
has already sold over a million
April of/7LAte _enjoy what copies. The packaging of'the
we are doing and-by using the* tp- is superb with the

WPSD-6

spaceship on the cover and an
interior view of the ship inside. Also, there is a cut out
mode/ of the ship that the
purchaser of the 1.p can
assemble as well as a poster of
the group to hang on your
wale._Soas you can sera,thoLp
has a lot of extras to it .
The hit single -Ella the
albun2 set is'Turnediatone"

'Close Encounters' Of
The Entertaining Kind
abde otSpielberg, who uses a

The most publicized film of child's abduction to wrerich
I
.
the year,- "close Encounters and- drain his audience's
' of the Third Kind" premiered emotions. Also, the inquisitive
innocence of this kidnapped
ocveenr
,holi
Central, anddaysju
isttthe
a saneita child, which can be equated to
playful
seemingly
creators have purported, this the
filit leads to one inescapable,curiosity of the aliens who
'conclusion: We Are Not bring a message of goodwill to
the earth, is an obvious and
Alone! .
theThis 19 million-bieekbuster trite ploy on the part of
the
whichoeas hyped with a $S director_ _to, _play on
the
instinctsof
paternal
million ad campaign) has the
fate of Columbia eictures and audience._
great story That you
If it is athe reputations of one of
don't get your
Hollywood's youngest and are looking for,
Spielberg
was_
up!
hopes
most innovative new directors, Steven Spielberg, ridiqg obviously trying to overcome
the script
on it. Spielberg first came into the weakness of
acprominence with his 1975 hit when he, sought such
•porting,'
"s
complished
"J a ws
ss and
But if there is one flaw in the actors as Dre
"supadvance
publicity
ex, _Truffaut. The ter
used
bee
e
Porting"
is
travaganza that accompanied--

believable, and not the effect
that their presence oq Earth
would have on its inhabitants.
There is-no doubt that if the
audience could be exposed to
the various characters for
alittle longer than thery
currently are, more cornpassion and empathy could be
eelt for their plight. But the
film is already two hours line-

am•
•
MI*
toMi

with the lead vocals of Jeff
Lynne being superb in every
respect. There are other
potential hits on the alum "Sweet
as
Such
Talkin'Woman," "Its Over,"
-Big Wheels," and "Mr. l)lue
•_
__
My favorttint-thii-graup is
"Big Wheels" and has- treat
harmony and vocals that build
up and swell to a crescendo.
The album also features a
great deal of special effects in
which some record critics
despise and therefore have
given the two record set a bad
review. However,I believe the
effects enhances the
etpttitaltr on eirch 'Cuts- as

"*Surruner and Lightning," _
The Whale," "Night in
. The
City and "Jungle."
Overall, it is a great
album, in my opinion, and
despite what-the critics say it
is in the fop five on the album
chart. it looks like ELO are
e*
superstars at at last.
The CARPERNER*.

Carpenters --in recent
addition would be to the Rifles-.-years have slowed their pace
down and their sound has even
'Aetreineni _and the aetheeisetten more mellower to the
&-"wearynees.
classified as
As it is, here is a certain point they are not
listening.
as
easy
rock
but
emptiness that prevails. The
result will be alai this min will • Their latest album "Passage"
has a variety of songs ranging
be remembered for its rousing
"Elita,' to
spectacle, and not for its from the rock opera
to
a Harry
country
western,
--literary meritq.
Belefonte type song.
'Close Encounters" is by
The big hit on the album is
any standard a very special
fifteen minutes long, and ant.

The

and couragetiorfilm.-Dne that .4'.Calling whieh is
surely become an instant --11d4rPanetarY Craft"
the arrival of1---ft---mlith7--9?e star-of-thisfrom Klaatu album. The
the
the
technology
of
vtooily
Its
hit;
if
only
of
because
.ineidentalY inchalcd.4! ctiver
Veda' effects' born- oftiny -current science-fiction craze- CarPenters execute this rut
story
,
critics
of Douglas Trinthall:_. *at sweeping the country., _ well despite w ha
genius
`
In
,
-.stories
seVerat feature
t othet.- major pahueettom _As._ Even so, the talent M.-these - 'There is enough Of a story .
..1111•Y• .
very. ____T.-The best song I enjoyed was
well as rave reviews from the men 'cannot overcome the-- One to keep the viewer
the beautiful "Don't Cry For
of
the
screen
shallowness
interested,
and
keenly
aware
nation's major crities from
rock
that this incident could,, Me Argentina" from the
coast to coast it would have to Play.
opera "Evita" which is bled
The
characters
are
not
possible
and
probably
occur
be its awkward comparison to
on the life of dicator J.nan
this past summer's favorite totally plausable because they will!
first Peron's '
are
not
totally
is
Encounters"
developed.
Toe
"Closa
-Star Wars."
much
time
is
recommended,
and
taken
up
by
highly
Not only are these
Then there is the famous hit
films "worlds apart" as far as special effects-time that might very well dominatelhe "All You Get From Love is A
should have been
technological aspects of the

for "Newsiiek,"

devoted to
LeIel-opment. • Academy Awards. Its handRelationships , are
not _clenching excitement and
eatatAii,
--tit-feast not
awe-inspiring special effects
beltevabre • manner. And - present a unique angle to the
possibility of having a "Close
main -thrust closely resemble again, timing is the protean.
_
The
viewer
Encounter
of the Third Kind."
ia_left_with
the
that ofan old western set long,The film can be seen nightly
long ago in a galaxy far, far impression that the main
purpose of this film is to show at7:00and9:25 at Cine I in the
away. Its sole purpose was
entertainment..„_"Close En- how aliens can be made Central Shopping Center.
purpose is concerned, they
have little in -common with
their respective story lines.
"Star Wars, "• was* a
science-fiction comedy Whoa

counters," on the other hand,
is a science fiction dame,
whose outstanding use of
special effects presents an all
real case for the existence of
extra-terrestrial beings.
There is absolutely no other

story

literally leave the vietver
spellbound.
Thesighting of a UFO is the
first encounter, the finding of
physical evidence of a UFO lathe second encounter, and the
Third Encounter is the most
interesting kind-contact with
aliens from another world.
Each of-these different types
of "Close Encounters" is
vividly brought to life through
the blatant heavy-handedness
of director Speilberg, who
continues the use of his nailbiting style that originated
with "Jaws."
Richard Dreyfuss heads an

international cast that includes (making his American
acting debut) renounced'

program of album rock
"Cosmic
Confeatures
nections" at 12:30. This weeks
guest is Roy Buchanan.
Saturday, Jan. 21
12 Noon Music Of The
Italian Masters Music by
Corelli. Busoni, Boccherini,
Britten and Rossini.
12:311 Metropolitan Opera
This special broadcast of

Tracy Keenan Wynn.

Love Song" as well as the cute
Belefonte Calypso type song
entitled"MariSmart Woman
Smarter."
The album is different and
good but is will never be a big
seller like many of our rock
groups are now.

Basketball Join WKMS sports conducting, Marisa Galvany
Farrell far the soprano, and Cornell MacNeil
voice Keith
_
play by play as the Lady. baritone. .1
Racers battle the women from
Middle Tennessee State Wednesday, Jan, 25
7 p.m. olitiorui "Micky King
University; Preempts the final
half-hour of All Things Con- Hogue" Captain Mickey King
sidered, also Kaleidoscope Hogue is an olyrnpic gold
medalist, ten-time NCA,A.• ..
and Classics Ala Carte.
7 p.m. Options In Education diving champion, and coach Of
"What Children Do To the. plympic diving team. Se
Schools; What Schools Do To speaks with Carl Matthias:et
Children" The first of two-- Program Director of KMORtn
parts this program examines Phoenix.
violence, vandalism,
discipline and children's Thursday, Jan, 26
7 p.m. Pauline Frederick &
rights. Violence and vandalism in the nation's schools Colleagues "Mideast Peace
are approaching epidemic Talk Progress" The gust Is
Senator Jacnb_.1.autits_iinCen_

le p.m. SoSUlight Join host New York. The Panel consists
William Sims for news and of Michael Hudson, Directrtr--world. of the "Center----fur Nit-Wagner's "Tannhauser" music from the -black
temporary Arab Studies at
begins one-half hour early
Georgetown University and
Tuesday,
Jan.
24
preempting the last half-hour
Options "Care of • Georgie Anne Geyer, Syn7
p.m.
of Italian Masters.
Dying Children" William dicated Cillommit for the to.
7 p.m. Earptay "Death Of A
•
Bartholomew,M.D., professor Angeles Times.
Pig" by John Kirkrnorris. The
7:30 p.m. Murray Common
at the University
of
Pediatrics
death of a pig is not an unof Texas, tells of his ex- Council WKMS News and
common occurence. But in
Public Affairs Director-Jesse
-terminally
•thirt instance it is-The inipettis-:Perienew treating
Young provides gavel,to gavel
:HI children.
.
for an encounter betw_een_two
Symphony coverage of 'the -regularly
OA'
sisters, forcing them to
Orchestra An all Verdi scheduled meeting of the
confront a wealth' of insights
program, with James Levine, Murray Common Council.

_ _French director -FrancoisTruffaut, But the actor • that
steals several scenes is the
into their present life.
young child Barry (Carey
Gaffey) that was abducted by
22
the - aliens. Herein lies an llrany,.
3:30 p.m. Mountain Music
example of the melodramatic
- - - - -- t
HeekYtenhs, and- -Blues"
•
wtotrIE RIGHTS

NEW Y.ORK(AP)- The motion picture rights for Dorothy
o
ymak's
novel "The Investigan" have been acquired by
Paramount Pictures.
Michael- Eisner, Paramount
President, says the him will be
produced by Jerry Isenberg
from a screenplay written by

Featured performers include
Sparky Rucker, Nimrod
Workman, and Earl Gilmore,
with diecussion of black and
traditions
white blies
in the
mountains. Compriiim final
half-hour of "Music From The
Front Porch:, • .
11:36 p.m. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ

Joqi WKMS for that total jazz
eaterience beginning with

Special On Tapes & Albums
c

All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town,

I

Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's

-Saturday Night
Fever
Don Hill
longer Fuse''

Meet Neg. 7.96

Santa Esmeralda
'.'Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood--Sen4erd-4 Townsend

Jazz Revisited, followed by
"unliverse. and 1" and "Con- Jazz Alive at 9:00 and Jazz
$5
"Some 4.99'
tract!," two of KET's series pro Horizons at 10:30 which in_daced /or Kentucky school ch
The tomes,salechbn of Tapes and Albums an Thi.pAree
in ail* irgetview.at
being marketed
dren,
Jazz
called
midnight
on a national level. GED, a serUnlirnited.
adults
for
KU!'
.us produced by
••
WithOuf a high school diploma,
Central Shopping Center
Monday Jan. 23
Is now used wouldiwida.
PPIta er ,
La
„nelmnen,

KFYS-12

6:101-1Mck Gam •
7:l0-W,* We..,
8:00- Movie - ra.
World gored mi
Stemma
TOM-Mom
10:30 -M•vio

•

pre noW:

-

WKMS Highlights

film in the history of motion Friday, Jan, 20
7 'p.m. Options "Zbigniet
pictures ih--a can compare to
the tecluOogical advances of -'7azez1nsk1" Jonathan Power,
from the International Pinion
"Close Encounters.'! This
of The Herald Tribune, inscientific
acfilm's
terviews Zbigniew Brzezinsid,
complishments go far beyond
head of the National Security
those - of -"Jaws," -or Star
Council.
Wars" and even further past
II p.m. ellghtflight 111
Stanley KubriCk's classic
Tuesday theough
"2001:Apace Odyssey." There 'Heard
are,several scum that will Saturday this four hour

Did You Know.

6: -Crosnrits
6:30-- Truth or Coss.
7:00 lassior Wm=
7:00- CPO Sharkey
1:110- The
World 7:30-admi
8:1011 -Rockford
lam*
9:00-Sporrams
9:1110- asincy
10:00-News
10:110- Mom
10:30-Goasooko
10:30- Mipla Mew
11:SO- Waited Did or 17:00-MAdalstat Sped
0411_11000111
4- __.-41-.4_.

•am •Nmi.••••
41•. omm •••• ,m•som
4=M16.-•11IM.
•IM•M

•••••• •MO

Jan.

TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE,
2

mm
Moo
'Mee
•••••

=MD
• Minn

. -

DAYTIME TV SCHEDIMJE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2

IINIMININOMm•-•

by J. D. Lancaster

6:45- Wisattor

• .-_rf GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WPM

=
GM MP AMEN=•.•-•
=NMI

Record Review

By Manny Cannon

WN6E-2

.•••••'•

mar-.smommomi
•••eu-memmimm isammeemmia_

TV GUNONII SATURDAV!*.

•

•

•

•

Track Neg. 7.95
$555

TV Service Center
753-5865
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Howling Winter Storm Sweeps Through Atlantic Coast Today
By The Associated Press
stem „ the third in a week - swept up

tihoti urtioter

Top Ten

By The Associated Press
THAN WATER - Andy Gibb
Here are the top singles and A...S(J)
albums as listed in Billboard
TOP 10 ALBUMS
'
magazine.
1 -Saturday Night Fever"
•
un rac Icy rivers wer0 big problems
a, preventing salt shipments Visneski. "It has.reached the
1. BABY COME BACK - 2. ROD STEWART - Foot
in both Pennsylvania and from reaching snow-clogged critical stage. TVs happens'
Player (R-SO)
Loose & Fancy Free (Warner
Ohio,
Cincinnati, which has alnaSst _every year. The people up
2. SHORT PEOPLE - Bros.)
"It's worse than it was a exhausted its 15,000-ton stock- there are used to it."
Ready Newmtut ( Warner 3..EARTH, WIND & FIRE
year ago," said Carroll She!- pile since the first of the year.
Elsewhere, there was snow
Bros.1
- All •N' All (Columbia)
don, lockmaster at Markland
In western Pennsylvania, in the mountains of Colorado
3. STAYIN' ALIVE - Bee 4. ELECTRIC LIGHT OF
Dam, near the 9hio:Indiana officials worried about an ice and New Mexico and rain
Gees (RSO)
CHESTRA- Out Of The Blue
border. The Ohio River froze jam along the Allegheny River showers in Oregon, central
4. YOU'RE IN MY HEART (Jet)
solid last year, one of the -few in Clarion and Armstrong California and much of Rod Stewart (Warner 5. QUEEN - News Of The
times this century it has done counties. The ice forms a Arizona.
Bros.)
World (Elektral
so.
The midsection of the nation
natural dam,causing water to
5. SLIP.SLIDIN' AWAY - 6.SHAUN CASSIDY- Born
"It's a different type of ice. back up behind it.
was dry but cold.
Paul Simen (Columbia)
Late (Warner-Curb)
6. WE ARE THE CHAM- t-.JP•LEETWOOD-t•tite--=
:-_-_
PIONS
QueeiktElektmt flume= tWarriet.Bros:l
7. HOW DEEP IS YOUR 8. NEIL DIAMOND - I'm
LOVE - Bee Gees(RSO
Glad You're Here With 'Me
8. CONE SAIL AWAY - Tonight I Columbia) .
•
Styx ( A&M )
9. STYX - The Grand Illu9. JUST THE WAY YOU sion ( A&M I
ARE- Billy Joel (Columbia) 10. BILLY JOEL - The
Education Television
10. LOVE IS THI#KER Stranger (Columbia)

New York City in sit hours frgin the South, which was. 'pie 1910 mark was 14 inches.
"I viouldn't sleep in a sleep.Las1 year it was solid, _This
and foricagters'predicted. 10 ttirninglhe snow to sleet and
Times were also hard in stuff is mushy and fills)
.
* the ing lag 18itian 100"leet of the
inches before it turned 1.1 freezing rain and, finally, just areas more accustomed to towboard path,"
said Sheldon. Allegheny River tonight,"

dwnping up to 10 inches of new up further inland.
snow on areas still frozen from
A snow emergency was dethe last onslaughts.
clared in New York City for
it's unusual that we get the first time this winter.
this many (storms) right Drifts on Manhattan streets
behind one another," Carl were Several feet deep. All
Smetgus, weather forecaster -three major airports serving
at the Wilmington, Del., the area - Kennedy,
airport, said Thursday night. LaGuardia and Newark • A state police dispatcher in were closed.
• Waldorf, Md., southeast of
Philadelphia - buried
• --Washington,D.C., where up to under 10 inches of new,snow
.._ -'amiLinclWi.of snow
even,main road: would be "a . airport, all publii and
the paroChial 'schools and stale
morning. rush bow.
offices. State buildings in
The swift-moving new storm _Pittsburgh and Harrisburg_
packed more moisture than also shut down.
,
either of its predecessors.
However,shoving the storm
Seven inches of snow 'fell on ahead of it was warmer air

Rain soaked the SOutheast
froxy Mississippi eastward
Thursday and was pushing
through the einicl-Atlantic
states early today, reaching
Philadelphia several hours
before dawn. The wmbination of warmer
temperatures and raid raised
another danger - local_
flooding - for northern
sections star trajtketed by

tt piase4.t4rpkigh

As
fliw
day, the si-Orin dropped snow
as far south as southwestern
Louisiana - which had not
had -any for five years - and
left up to five inches in northem Alabama.
Tennessee and Kentucky,
which have been buried under
more -snow•in the past couple
- Kind oi
h.,'
of
'mksthan-thersametimes itis- final week of January -A-wry- collecting interests.
-•
The- -premiere episode is
1 i orr,d
An.s%iietii F1,11-41.0. .Pumte
lock (pl
in
an entire season,_got:--reveals the- - ever-changing -Monday, January 30, `Illary-eassatt-Inapressionist
-4-Itirk4Stt
uiiidill LIIllLihi
standard
-another layer Thursday.
nature of KET's "Common "Turnabout," an exciting new +ruin Philadelphia."
tiitlgl LICILI PRIM •
eight
Schools were closed in much Wealth of Programs" by in- weekly series using an upbeat Acknowledged as one of the
HU
PEICIIIIBMIE1
2 Notice
2 Notice
WCA ill MIMES
of Tennessee again today. troducing a number of new -magazine format to provide a five great American artists of
13 One of
• 5 Falsehood
OWU
U9111
c -nous
Officials
Memphis
in
are
new
look
at
6 Join
the
women
of the 19th century, Mary
WWWUU WWWU
series. A brief description of
FOUR plECE antique
NEEDED 212;000 venture
SP•Ds
talking about canceling the six ( more begin in February) America-and thamen in their Cassatt was the only
WU MDR UU0121413
7 Town
green hedroom_ suite.
capital to form a ear-___
14 Merit
WOMAN
MOM
week-long spring vacation to follows.
official
lives, premieres at 8:30 p.m. Alherican member of the
15 Art of
Call after 5 p.m. 753poration manufacturing
UUM U2U IMAM
8 Chair
make up for lost time.
7:30 p.m. (CT).
WHWUN MUM
French Impressionist group.
Thrusday, January 26, "The
a
limited production 4
9
Short
s.
UMWMOULIOU lJLIIl
_Gashage has not betn _Mvocates" takes a regualr,
Each half-hour segment is
Following "The Originals"
wakrativo4- _ ukawaii
wheel 'drive vehicle
aaw
-3
p-miemicuakee
10 Limb
collected in Memphis sin& every-other-week place in the --devoted to one major subject at 10:30 p.m.(ET), 9:30(CT)
based on the Ford
Malin HIMOI 11111I1
10"-and residents are schedule at 9 p.m. tET);-8 --and oontauis at least one on the Kentucky Network is FO -------WA.IKLNS
Ranchero. This idea has----yen
Products,
of dogs lesiettlg p.m.(CT). The filetuny Award-• major interview. Opera singer ."Anyone for Tennyson?" The
act
_
over a million dollars'
- - artery
4_
Holman Jones, 217 South
4?
their pldnic trash bags. ' winning series returns after a Beverly Sills, actress-turned- First Poetry Quartet visits the
t.Regionsines
16 witneslict..,_._aLsout
Bear '
caskher
national sales potential.
2 Let it
13th., phone 753-3128.
.11
Kentucky was under a three year hiatus and alter- ambassador Shirley Temple farmland of Massachusetts to
stand
Contact Phil Koehne 48942
Narrow
20Merr,mkingblackbir
dy
AM/aster
virtual siege Thursday night. nates in a 26 part weekly Black, tennis champion Billie present the poetry of Robert
2818
or P.- O. Box 87,
22
Lubncafir
32
23 Barrels
chair44 f'4e4$
Gov. Julian Caeroll ac- series with "World." Some of Jean King, actress Shirley Frost. Seventeen poetry COLOR PORTRATTS,
The
24 Baker s
Kirksey foe details.
• (abbr
product
sweets0P33 Female
tivated 300 Kentucky National the most knowledgeable MacLaine, anthropologist selections include "The
fr6 Great
bring us yours for extrs
45 Deposits
25 tonlederate
relative
; Lake
Guardsmen to help clear the proponents and opponents of Laura nader and singer Nancy Woodpile," "Mending Wall,"
copies. Made from any
general
4b
Unusual
Icollog /
ES Worth
Louisville area, where Jef- major issues of the day battle Wilson are - among those and "The Road Not Taken."
27 Walks
47 Chinese
Iii.. Ts
35 Cubic
size into any size.
30 Pendent
leader
'unsteadily
ferson County Judge Mitch it out in mock courtroom scheduled to appear.
mete
All programs are repeated
fits
Wallets
low
as
24
cents,
8
'29 Apportions 38 Eaby ontaa 49'Knock ..
Martha Glessing-, executive from an earlier season.
33 Moon
MCCOnnell warned that the trials.
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Iontecky
Jones
goddess_
producer -for "Turnabout,"
Tuesday, February 2,
....government cannot ... da
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
Sunday, January 29, auine- - -describes the series as
"a look marks the debut of "World," a
everything in the face of a
kiwis& km.21,1978
753-0035. Free parking
week private tour of the at the flapstions and the icsups
Iwo: documentary series 9n-int, use ow rear- window
onBritish
Royal Collection, the . which are facing women
rrarne
oternatiotial affairs.
trance.
largest and most valuable today. We intend
also to
According to the producers,
private art -collection, begins
-,aresent
and possible "World" is
attempt to fill
*at your_ shovels ut and get at 10 p.m.
(ET),-9pan.ta) stitutionsoptions
BIBLE FACTS-Forsigns
which have worked the growing information gap
precious
your roads clear," said during "Royal
Heritage."
of the time read Mat- stor•e
women.
for
some
We
think
in television news coverage ot
McConnell. "We're MI'not
For centureis,the kings and
43 ExperHe-ce
thew 24:1-61. We invite
that
by
presenting
the
world
events.
helpless."
, 3orn
45 Look
11
n
queens of England built
you to -defile out and
'The goal of 'World' is to
The rook of two buildings in castles, palaces and churches prOblem, and then instudy
the Bible with us.
4.
8 Leave out Lexington, Ky., collapsed and filled them with in- te.•viewing women who have generate awareness--to
If you are unable to
!AO Apprehended 34 .
5. Lost And found
fated
the
and
problem
surchallenge the way we see
from the weight _of snow. comparable in•t treasur!_tr_s_.
.f.0 F ropea•c
come out, we will be
Amounted
we
can
heip
it,
many
the
by
world
showing
things
as
There'were no injuries.
. "Royal Heritage" journeys
happy testudy with you
Dayton, Ohio, in a regron through these building, people find answers for thier others see it," says executive
by phone. Bible answers
producer David Fanning. .
where blizzards'usually turn providing- a close-up view of own lives."
51 C
to any question. Phone
At 10 p.m.(ET),9 p.m.(CT)
"World" will touch upon the - 753-0984. Nothing to sell,
54 Snakes
to ice or rain storms, broke a the Royd treasures and ah
LOST FEMALE puppy,
3211
Compass
that same evening, "The political, economic and social
'III
60year-Old record with 19 opportunity for. the
tan with white unno donations.
members Originals" debuts. In the 17- forces behind foreign events.
part inches of snow on the ground. () the Royal family to
derside, neck and tail!
discuss Week series, hall-hour por- The first segment, "The
Di r. by Ltritad Feature Syndicate. Inc
tip. Last seen at Roses
traits
of
outstanding Clouded Window," is hosted
on Sunday. If found call
American writers such as by Daniel Schorr and
753-0993.
VIouirl you Nits to rid*
Eudora
Welty, Janet Flanner documents the way TV news is
ow Church Bus to Sur
REASON
WHAT IF
HOLD tiES YOU HOLD
TELL HIM HIS STUPID
NOW IF SOME KID
and John Gardner, and globally assembled, presented
dry School and marIAST.X.00K-A-POODLE
RULER WOULDN'T HAVE
COMES UP, AND STARTS
HE TRIES -WITH HIM
HIM HIM OFF WHILE
riling worship services
profiles of women artists such and perceived.
i4fea of Johnson Creek
SEEN ANY GOOD AFTER
TO HIT ME ?
A RULER' OFF? I RUN FOR IT
at
.i„ - Louise Nevelson, Marty
"The
and
"World"
Baptist Church. $50
SWITCHED TO
Sinking Sprint Baptist Chock
YOU HOLD HIM OFF...
Cassatt
and
Helen Advocates" will been seen on
reward. Solid black. Call
,AETRICS, ANYWAY!
Bus
Frankenthaler are presented. alternating Thursday at 9 p.m.
driver
for
354-8061.
January is Mickey
Each program takes a look at (Er),8 p.m.(CI)on KET,the
Help Wanted
6
Boggess 753-6270
the artist and his or her work. - Kentucky Network.
CASINO LOUNGE':
Dancers and waitresses
wanted. Top pay. Good
tips. Part time or full
NANCY
time. Call 444-9223
3_WaNDER
Ti-4AT BI4E-AD AA/ILL
HE'S TAKING _
Paducah, Ky. 8th and
WHE
PROBABLY BE HIS
IT WITI4 HIM
Park Ave.
HELL GET
LAST MEAL BEFORE
HIS NEXT
WHAT WE do best is
HE FLIES SOUTH
ADDRESSERS WANMEAL
care. NEEDLINE, 7531
TED Immediately!
The National Credit Union in the food services office.
6333.
Work at home - no exAdministration of the federal
The supervisory committee,
perience
necessary government
has
been named by the directors, will
BELTONE
HEARING
excellent pay. Write
petitioned to - authorize and ---be-eoniposed of-Dr William J
Aid Sales...F.reeService
Service-8350
charter a credit union for the Grasty and Dr. John Devine,
on all makes. Open 9-1
Park
Lane,
Suite 269,
faculty and staff at Murray both of the Department of
daily, Monday-Friday.
Dallas,TX 75231.
State University.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Accounting and Finance; and
re,
Nine members,elected Jan. Mrs. Aileen Leslie of the
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
EXCELLENT
BEETLE BAILEY
opto
the
5
proposed Student Financial Aid Office.
Phone 527-8463.
bright
for
portunity
organization's'
board
of
T1-415 15 THE GENERAL'S
Other administrative posts
THEY SHOULD HAVE PONE
individual seeking
directors, signed the charter to be filled at a later date
i-i0•01 ANNIVERSARY
.,..S...1AftETHING ABOUT IT
potential management
request.
They
are:
AS AN OFFICER
Ed
••, Ho YEARS AGO
include those of a membership
WESTERN DARK FIRED
position in local new car
Thomas, Dr. Jules Harcourt, officer
and
assistant
TOBACCO GROWERS
dealership. Experience
Bill Coker, Ruth Hughes, Dr. treasurer.
ASSC.
not necessary, but
Bill Price, James, Weber,
the
Assisting
with
Newly decorated
willingness to work and
Barry L. Steele, Mayre P. Organizational prOtedures
532 sq. ft.
learn is. If you are
Briggs and Dr. Chad Stewart._ was Travis .J_ Carnes,
office space for rent.
for a permanent
--looking
Coker, a senior systems Louisville, a consultant with
Utilities furnished
position with excellent
analyst in the Computing and the Kentucky Credit Union
plenty of
income opportunity,
Information Systems Office, League.
parking space.
send complete resume
was elected president of the
Phone 753-3341 or
To be known as the MSU
to P. 0. Box 32Q. All
credit union, which could Federal Credit Union, the
753-3342
responses are conbecome one of more than 300 organization should recieve its
fidential.
in Kentucky.
BLONDIE
charter about mid-February,
Harcourt, chairman of the Carnes said at the meeting.
Department of Business
Open to all faculty and staff
Education and Administrative at the university the credit
Management, was elected union will have a membership
vice-president, and Mrs. fee of $1, and there will be a
Briggs, who is a secretary in maximum of $200 on unthe office of Kaj Spencer, secured loans made until the
administrative • assistant to organization's capital exceeds
Murray President Constantine $8,000. Interest charged will
W. Curris, was named be one percent 'Per month on

el Series Premieres
n
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Credit Union Is
Suggested At MSU
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THE PHANTOM
THE CATS ARE
CATCHING THEIR
OWN DINNER.

iTNEY 60 OUTSICE THE
RE-ef UNTIL THE CATS
HAVE FED ...JUST it'
MAKE SURE..,
•

NOW
TAKE

Thomas, manager of inLast year, ('arnes told the
formation systems in the organizers, the 300 credit
Computing and Information unions across Kentucky paid
Systems Office, was elected an average dividend of 6.2
the treasurer, and Mrs.. percent. The maximum by
Hughes, a bookkeeper in the federal and state regulations
office of Alimni Affairs, was is seven percent.
named the educational
director.
Named to the credit comHERE'S MY CARD...
NEW YORK (AP)- Lloyd
mittee, which will approve all
loans, were: Dr. Al Hough, a Probber, a financial consultant,
faculty member in the has an informative business
Department, of English, card.
On it is- listed where
chairman; Talmadge Fannin be contacted 24 hours he can
a day,
and. Bob Lax of the Physical seven days a week. He lists his
Plant Department; Dr. Harry 800" numbers: his "pocket
Conley, a professor of phone" number. his -two carchemistai and_ Mrs: Margie, phone numbers and his _office
Armbrulter•--1LJMit manager Ounibei•
.
-

tatUSTING-NEARITNIVERSITY •
Extremely well-built home on quiet street near
the university. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath quality
home features central heat and air, large rooms,
spacious 2 car garage, abundant storage areas,
beautiful decor and landscaping. Owner wants
fast sale so phone us today, priced in low 40's.

de

KOPPERUD
RELTYRI

MAW!

753-1222
HMMGSCAll

George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 7531932
Harry Patterson 4e2-1202 sin Koppervd 753-1222
Bill_itarbers f33.4474

#
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31La
•

6 Help Wanted
WORLD $00K Craft.
Sales
representative wanted. Call
Mrs. Copas, 1-898-7877
after 5 pm. L-13.
AMBITIOUS PEOPLE,
looking for part or full
time opportunity. Excellent profit sharing.
Call 759-1370.

11:10111311111
"WANTED - Ord. - 2
year old breeding pair
for restocking wild area.
Please reply to R. S.
BalLsrd, P. 0. Box 7345,
Louisville, Ky. 40207."GOOD USEti MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
15 Articles For Sale

3E5
METIE11111

15 Articles Ftlf Sale
AUTOCRAT gas
heater; 70,0u0 BTU
hourly input rating,
$100. One Warm Morning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000-BTU
hourly input rating. $75.
Call 753-2424.

46 Homes For Sale
BEDROOM
TWO
GET INTO SOMETHING.
FRAME house in Stella.
COMFORTABLE '
Call 7539396.
Like this neat three
bedroom home just
BY OWNERt 3 large
waiting for your family.
bedrooms, lYs baths, all
Not much to do here as It
carpet, drapes, central
is m tip-top condition
heat and air, large lot,
and priced to sell.
fenced backyard, many
Located northwest of
extras. 2 miles from
Murray
and
just
Murray off 121S. $37,000.
recently listed. Don't
753-9732 or 762-6970.
ms seeing this -U(6e
before you buy. 301.
48 Automotive Service
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1M. . .
TIRE CRAMS
Will trade one year old set cd
13 inch wheel base chains for
Purdom & Thurman
15 inch wheelbase chum. Call

USED CROSS TIES excellent for landscaping or fence post.
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.

Si services Offered
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial-, air
conditioning,' and
refrigeration, ?waling
Call 474-8841.
•
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.

51 Services Offered
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and
sand. Lime, sasedust or
decorative rock. Also
free estimates on
driveway and parking
lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 153-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

OVEN ELEMENTS for
TYPIST - Position now.
all electric . ranges.
open for good, depeaSmoke datectaes, FIREWOOD-custom cut,
-all hardwoods available,
dable typist with goadSit.95 for
JACKSON-TOWN:OE
dependable serviee,
-wort record. rergoa 'ISEGFIF•tteryinelnded.
Insulatiriatiot-alUrray
delivery.
free
prompt
hired must be willing to
Rowland Refrigeratiop,
announces its opening
$17.00 rick. Call 753-8536
• take directions and get
110 South 12th Street.
by saving you money.
evenings.
along well with others.
Call 759-1820.
Complete resume, inWANTED TO SELL 5
Insurance & Real Estate 713-11:15
cluding
wage
expiece
Drexel
Sourhyde Coft 5‘,/ ara
WET BASEMENT? We
GROW TIRES
pectations, should be
Mediterranean bedroom
Murray, Kentucky
SEPTIC TANK PUM49. UsedCars & Trucks make wet basements
4 Ply Nylon, WSW.
sent to P. 0. Box 32-AA
set,.._ 12 piece boys
PING. Residential and
753-4451
dry,
work
completely
1970 FORD VAN 600- 12
Murray, Ky. 42071.
bedroom Campaign
commercial. Rex Camp,
guaranteed.
Call
or
Custom iteck,30,000
6-15-13
tatiV
7furni1ura,„ 6 piece maple*
wellarCon-'
:
-Slorgan
Natcher
mites, automatic Aka,
WAN/ED MATURE. •kitchen table and-chain 5-•-•--VtielWklinted feature Sytulleihrtn;
k--61-ER I C A-N
-L
stnictions•Co., Mute 2,
SHARP.- Call 753-6328.
-worrian to keep first
lute Sales
BEAUTY - Impressive
irptiolxtere&
gold
ALLTYPES backhoe and
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
$2500.00.
grader, kindergartener,
Street
Saab 12at
and spacious 4 bedroom,
colonial arm chair,
septic tank work. Field
IN
WOMAN'S
ACTIVE
1tMDAUGHTER49
42001.
Phone
day
or
liberray, Ifeatecky
and 2 year old in my
2½ bath home in 1974 V.W., good condition.
lamp table, Zenith
tile lines installed, 28
JOINED
night 442-7026.
11-1E
GRAY
WIPE
MY
LIB,
AND
home. 8-4:30 Mondayconsole T.V., Motoirola
Gateabrirough
New battery. Call 753experience.
years
PANTHER-S.1i
Friday. Must provide • console stereo, new
division. Almost 3,000
6103.
SERVICEMASTER - 'Licensed through Health
own transportation. $45
32 Apartments for Rent
square -feet or-scomArnana 18 Cu. ft. upright
Professional Building % --Department. Call Rex
43 Real Estate
USED QUEEN size water
per week. Call 753-5487
fortable, 'well-designed 1970 14ONTE CARLO,air,
freezer. Call 753-3030.
Camp, 753-5933.
Maintenance. Quality
REMODELED
furnished
bed in excellent con• after 5 p.m.
living area in this 2power
and
steering
Commercial
UP
CLEAN
SHOP
two bedroom apartdition. Frame and liner
gory brick home.. brakes. New tires.
Cleaning
ONE- YLAR ow HardIndustrial
building site - Ideal
-ment.One
block
421 Bu"ivs Cl [AU iU ly
$80.
CO
included.
767Central- natural- gas
condition.
Excellent
Call
gervices.
wicke pa range, like
New
Concord
location
on
_•university. Call 753-0430
-4276;
7,18$L -10Yeiyiatreatam-.7 7534462 afterrp.13
Highway, just one mile
-LOANS AVAILABLE fo_new. $200. Avacarlo
_
existing businsa. new
formal dining room,
professional* cleaned
-warm morning gas WHIRLPOOL washer,
Murray. Apfrom
business start ups, first
pn4te patio with gas 1974
CHEVROLET
heater, 70,000 BTU, $75and maintained. . Conproximately 140' highTHREE
stove,
Kelvinator
BEDROOM,
$75.
QUALITY SERVICE
and second mortgage
grill and trp could go on,. pickup. Power steering,
_Dress maker sewing
tract cleaning daily.
way frontage., City
unfurnished. No singles.
$25. Call75347'34
Company
Inc. Air con• -bane, signature loans..
and on! Why not take a
power
and cabinet, 2
brakes,
weekly --or-- --aponthly
water. Call STINSON
492-8349 idle?? P.m.
Equipment
Farm
19
dition
sales
up to $25,000, farm loans
and, serquality
look
home
at
this
437Call
years old, 185.
automatic. $1900 or best
basis,.
REALTY, 753-3744.
ar
vice. Modlin- sheet
some 61
/
2 per cent loans.
it
what
may
be
just
offer.
150
1976
Econoline
4719.
TWO
service
For
cleaning.
BEDROOM
TRAILER,
furGOOSENECK
metal
All projects considered.
you've been looking for.
department.
window van. Power
nished and unfurnished
call 753-0259.
3 axle with hoist and 16
'IIIEWOOD, $15.00 and
Call
NEIL ESTATE
Larry
1-502-885-1795
Contact
any
of
our
Wisehart,
fullsteering,
brakes,
power
apartments.
Available
436-5649.
Call
foot bed.
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
CAREER
up. Quick delivery. Call
President. Phone 753time sales professionaL4
automatic, dual tanks, WILL DO babysitting in
first of February. Call
days a week.
,after 4 p. m. 759-4088.
COME GROW
at Kopperud Realty, 753117$0.
$2600 or best offer. 1974
753-4331.
my home. Call 758-1026.
4438 JOHN DEERE with
1222 for more inWill
GALLERY
Ranger XLT short wheel
duals.•
and
20.8-34 tires
Rooms For Rent
12 Insurance
33
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
formation.
bee._ _poweu-steering.
Excellent
Low hours. Call 753-4503
SLEEPING ROOMS for
ATTENTION FARRIERS - 0•1143841141.
brakes,
power
o
join
este
lishe
5.
alter
boys, 1 block from MSU.
- All eligible lanand air
automatic
firm,
now
opening
a
Equipment
Sports
20
Call 753-1812.
downers and farmers
•PRE SCRIPTIONS
ranch Office
condition. 12800 or . best
FOR SALE
',HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FORIESITAND SALE
- can now get groat:. -inMurray...Prefer ex.-.
offer.-Call.after 6 p.m,.
--7-34-COOT Ion bea1,.w3tb. 20.
.4. b., iv.
'•LEADWC-IIRANDS OF COSMETICS ---:h.p. Johnson motor.
perienced Real Estate
surance - (Fxcess
• 759-1811.
Drums
BRICK TWO or three
Broker be will conNei-model Black Hawk
Major Medical) - at
•HOWSTEITOSTOMY PRODUCTS _
bedroom houge. Nice,
ii PLYMOUTH wagon.
sider Trainee. For
• -Itueger 357 magnum
low ró rate.. For a
Between
Murray
and
$125. Call 436-2533.
/
2" barrel.
confidential interview
caliber with 61
free brochure . call
Mayfield. Call 753-0430
call Judy Krouse •
'Bear Super Kodiak mag
New Moog - 3 bedroom
Bennett and Associates.
or 753-8208.
1968 FORD GAIAXIE,
Jolla Sznith
from 1111d all here let. Nes
bow. Call 753-9502.
203 South. 5th Street,
automatic, power
'REALTOR
steno
mIndews,
dears,
"A22
'Murray, 753-7273 or 769Musical
A side stowage, ems mat efocsteering, 302 V-8 motor. _
MOWRY
OF
1486.
tfic best. Priced at eal it,
Good gas mileage.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
NNU
Mini
8111,500.
Ashley wood stove
organs, used pianos.
1-$27-1%7Warehouse
• without jacket. Call 436Lonardo Piano Co-.,
111. Wilma Inewoome NW
Storage Space
-22S
--, across from Post Office,
1
Rea Irate Ageory, luc. his
For Rent
Heuer
Edr
a
Song
"Hey
Paris
-TN
406 Sunbury Circle
51. Services (Meru'
provided over •'aorta of •
Main Streetjexaco, 15th and Maktirquippect with
'
753-4758
loot
rbe
over"
and
canary
of
cartanom
service.
'equipment and parts for all minor auto repair.
Phone 753-0839 or 753-5287
GUTTERING BY Sears,
If yea seed em appraisal te
discover what a bargain
Good Business Opportunity. Call 753Murray, Kentucky
Sears continuous gutters
this 3 bedroom brick ._.,..forimme Tbe mita of Yaw
Resodentiol-Commercial
TM.
anapseyse inewance to
krvitalled per your
really is, with large dew,
FREE
imam yes. We're working
CUSTOM BUILT hog
In terior--Exterior
F
specifications.
Call
patio and fenced in yard.
Termite
ha yew sairfactient
farrowing houses. $125
Spray -Brush-Roll
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
Robertson
Located.
bi
Inspection
-reach. Call 7534773.
•
tn Shop Swaying of Yard fersiturvilellen
753-1283 Anytime
for-free estimate.
school district. Call 753Certifiee Ity IP A
Pets
38.
Supplies
1492,
LORETTA
JOBS
Parking Lot Striping
*roe Costly mom. Illeprri
-LICENSED ELECOld Hazel Feed Mill now open under
REALTORS.
A
FOR REAL ESTATE IN
No
Job
Too Large or Too Small
TRICIAN proinpt. efnew management.For complete line of
German Shepherd
'78 - Contact KOPservice. No job
ficient
Termite
Kelly's
We Are Fully Insured .
• puppies. Solid , white,
PERUD REALTY, 759Super Sweet Feeds coMe by- itr call
too small. Call Ernest
solid
black.
Call
Control
1-554Pest
&
.
1222.
January
sales
Max Parksat Hazel,4984132.
'White, 753-0605.
2153, Paducah.
already indicate a very
Oar. Immo/ mod spef•tal nor 111.
Open II aleys a week.
veers De mot wr wiry usormet eel 016
active year in- the real D AND J Contractors.
AKC REGISTERED
8-S
fiwitird
estate market. Let us
Remodeling, repairs,
German Shepherd.
100 South 13th St
Phone 753-3914
deist-yeti hi:Selling your
roofing, siding. The
Female, 6 mOnthit
-home1nd-or
smallest to the most
Will be a small dog. Has
Roaches, Sliver Fist.
fine
new
home
complete job. Call 437in
1978.
been
wormed.
Only
Tasteful
setting for a
and Shrubs
We have 5 full-time sales
4338.
$25.00. Call 753-0236
tasteful restaurant or
professionals to assist
anytime.
make your grand enOpen Weekday'
you in any type real LICENSED ELECtrance down winding
TRICIAN and gas in1
1 2V110...
Mon.-Wed. 8-1
estate transaction. Why
REGISTERED
staircase in your own
do
will
stallation
Closed On Thursdays
not give us a call at 753DOBERMAN, 5 months - home. Near downtown..
plumhing,
heating
and
111113M11111
FiTTWE-7710- 1222. Kopperud Realty
--ad.
--Braek and rust,;BO- . zoned -business. For
sewer cleaning. Call 753me n
14 RANCH
•Hai r Cuts •Shaves
makes buying and
or best offer. Call 253further information call
7203.
selling real estate easy
209 Walnut Street
HOUSE trailer. 1978
today. 753-1492
6255.
for
you.
Call this number after 5 00 la assure prompt service ilex, day. 153Regal Buick. 1978 Ford
LORETTA- JOBS
FOR YOUR septic tank
REGISTERED
3685
truck. Cheap. Call 759REALTORS
•
and backhoe work
AMERICAN Eskimo
4106.
needs. Also septic tank
Spitz puppies. Call 1-554Poptas-Bentoo•
NO PICTURES
cleaning. -Call John
Paducah.
2153,
CUSTOM MADE matDUE TO
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
tress for antique beds or
SNOW
43 Real Estate
'436-5348.
campers. Buy direct
Buy Now and Beat The Rising
Bus lompow
from factory and save.
REAITY
INSULATION BLOWN in
Building Costs
See their
Guy Spann
elega9t.
-Unique tri-level
by Sears save on these
bnck veneer, built in dishbedroom
Three
Bamboo, Wicker and
527-1488 7539625BR
-4"Twirmnowit
high heat and cooling
i5,1 Po. m
washer, Stove, compactor, lots of cabinets, wall
Bran rurature. Wises
i.sid Estate
professionally debills. Call Doug Taylor
to wall carpet, TV tower and antenna, concrete
• 753-7724 .
West Ky. Mattress and
corated
at 753-2310 for free
Ni Sycamore ligmay,
drive. Like new,ready for occupancy.
BUILDING
SITE
WITH
A
Furniture 1136 South
-Family Room - . estimates.
VIEW! 11 acres on Hwy.
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1floored and ready Up to 12 o 24 Also bore style, offices, cottages,
sliding doors to
464 N.W of Almo. Call
mobile home adens, and palios, or U.BUIlD, precut completely reedy
68 ACRES located east of
443-7323.
- WATCH AND CLOCK
deck
less
the
best
for
60.
assemble
Buy
up
to
more
24
to
for
information
Puryear, Tn. on black
epairinL
Room
-Recreation
26 TV Radio
753-8080, Boyd-Majors
top road. This can be
guaranteed. Call 759sliding doors to
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Real
Estate,
105
N. 12th.
REPOSSESSED TV- le"bought for less than
1231
patiocolor Magnavox under
$600.00 per acre. About
-Formal L.R. with
EXPERIENCED
warranty. Assume
55 acres are tendable.
custom draperies
KOPPERUD
WOMAN wants weekly
small monthly payment
Nearly 75 per cent of the
-Economical Gas
REAL Y
cleaning job. Reliable,
Music-, farm has good barb wire
B
and
J
heat
"For Real Service ••
Three Bedroom
references. Call 753Magnavox, Dixieland
fencing.
John
C.
-3000 sq. ft. (ApIn
Itt,
,alEstate"
5238.
753-7575.
Center. Call
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Brick Veneer
prox.
711 Main 753-1222
Main St., 753-0101 - 7533/
1
2 miles from Murray, built-in stove and oven,
27 Mobile Home Sales
CARPET CLEANING at
Hazel, Ky.
7531.
dishwasher, central heat and air, concrete drive.
1971 MOBILE HOME 12 x
reasonable . rtes.
A LOT FOR A urni
Beautiful setting, ready for you-to move into.
Phone 492-8482
65. Threetie~n, bath'
Prompt and efficient.
older
-Spacious
Just listed this ex"
or
Custom Carpet"Cre,
'ck
_
_kali. _Caroled.
teemel,y_
lite Phone
136setopmelthitieki
Unfurnished. Call • 753with
-K rain
tractive 2bedroota brit;lt
Number In
9570.
36 acres, sewer and water, excellent location.
breakfast nook
home in Lynn Grove.
GENERAL HOME
Call or come to our office for more information
-L.R. with fireplace
29 Mobile Home Rentals
Recently redecorated
, remodeling, framing,
about
these or other Real Estate needs.
BR
-carpeted
-4
home on large lot and
aluminum siding and
MOBILE HOMES and
-Playroom
&
Midway
For
located
only
All
6
Your
miles
gutters. Call 1-3544851
mobile home spaces for
in
workshop
Break kid Buddies I Pretty Lady CITers, we
from Murray. Priced to
Real Estate Needs
or
1-362-4895.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
basement
sell fast. under $20,000.
- Cebras,
have seem specials en tap lie
Call 753-3290.
Is
heat-.gas
-Central
Don't let this one get
Jehorson, Pace, Corder, Presideets, Midland,
HAVING TROUBLE
-RobertsonSchools
away. Phone us today.MOBILE HOME Spaces.
Motorola,$ SRI.
getting thine sn1all
Kopperud Realty, 753Fox Meadows and
Regency "Whams" 18 Scanners
plumbing jobs done*
1222.
Coach Estates. South
Then call 753-6614.
No Orionis To Bay Reg. SMOG
2 Miles SE on Hwy. 121
753-7333
16th Street. Call 753i.
After Hours
3855,
•
iSewSe.eer
Chester Thomas
Pores? Shoulders
Taskik• 35 me camera, telephoto let, cases,
32 Apartments Fcr Rent
tripod flash.
753-8274
753-1492
753-8071
TWO BEDROOM
Craig 8 Track tape Deck Reserder
nished apartment. Near
After Neer'sdeek
Fulton E. Young
Office Standard Ilemiegten'Typewriter & Table
Whore you s6nd your
Igoth 701 at Sycamore
downtown Murray. Call
15.9,171$
753-4946
*Ards. ,
*
7594661
. .
- R.t,E-10.4.Csa4r163.'41
4kb
FOP

Thornton
Tile
& Marble

ih CARLOS BLAtIC JR.
- PAINTING CO.

FOR LEASE

SUPER SWEET FEEDS

GLIDDEN PAINT

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

QUALITY

Itealty

Paschall's
Radio & T.V.

Uncle Willie's
Trading Post

Murray

FULTON YOUNG REALTY

759-1707- •

The Nelson. I
Shroat Co.,
Realtors ,

4189"

'
44-111ert

•

•.

,

cIoRS

SIGNS

• 4.1.

•••••••

-
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Result Of Snow

•

3 Killed In

.

Louisville Is Under Siege

Carter's State Of The (*or...
Contlap'ed From Page 1)

energy bill, creating ..new jobs,
Elivatoii Blast:--a-strocg
reducing taxes, eliminating inequities, ,

split on the proposal, and. special ine farmer protests are generating
terest groups are lining up for andie enough support in Congress'for early
against the idea based on how- they sse
ar_tion with or without White Molise
it affecting their favorite projects.
recommendations.
Carter acknowledged the plight ofAid, - Turning to foreign policy, the
farmers fighting for higher prices MI
, president appeabisi for ratification of
remarks inserted into his text. the Panama Canal treaty, which he
" For two days, farmers have clogged
described as "important,. and conroads leading into Washington with
troversial" but which he said would
their tractors and have picketed the
"discourage the spread of hostile
Capitol, the White House and goverideologies in this hemisphere, and
nment agencies in their campaign to
directly contribute to the economic
dramatize their 'demand for higher crop
well-being and security of the United
prices to offset' spiraling costs of
States."
production.
His appeal drew prolonged applause.
He said the farm bill passed last year
Carter grinned as it-died down sand
would "help a great deal" but added
quipped, "I hove to say that's very- 'that "it's incuMbeitton Is to monitor
,welcome applause,"
v,ery carefully the farni- Situation and..
Sea,. Hartison Williams Jr.,..of New
Continue to work harmoniously with the . Jersey,- anothet Democrat normally
farmers of our country.
among Carter's allies, said he was
"What's beat for the farmers, the
. "frankly a little disanainted in his lack
farm families in the long run, is best for
of detaikm nstransit."
the consumers of our country."
As chairman of the Senate Human
But Carter offered no specific
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